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George Walker, pianist, composer and pedagogue, composed

piano sonatas in 1953, 1957, 1975 and 1984. The first three

have been topics of a few dissertations in the 1970's, but

these papers provided little detailed analysis or focused on

the composer's gradual maturation, a term Walker considers

erroneous when evaluating his compositions.

The Sonata No. 4 demonstrates the composer's continued

fascination with a relaxation of traditional forms, coloristic

effects of persistent interval combinations, incorporation of

folk elements into his thematic material, and harmonic and

rhythmic underpinnings as structural bases to the work. While

his Sonatas 1 and 2 adhere to expected key relationships, are

written with key and time signatures and can be analyzed

within traditional forms, Walker presents musical details in

a unique and consistent way. The Sonatas 3 and 4 were scored

without adherence to traditional tonalities, lack time and key

signatures. Walker previously admitted that his views on form



had changed and that later compositions would reflect a phi-

losophy demonstrating relaxed traditional organizational norms

without any sacrifice of compositional control. Walker's

Sonata No. 4, with some of the obvious, expected surface ele-

ments lacking, does project a complex and systematic approach

to composition through his use of scalar materials, a variety

of contrasting elements and cyclical treatment of composi-

tional components.

This study provides a related biography, an overview of

Walker's piano compositions, a review of compositional ele-

ments found in the first three sonatas and an analysis of

Walker's Sonata No. 4. Finally, the stylistic consistencies

and evolutionary tendencies of George Walker's sonatas are

presented in concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

George Theophilus Walker, distinguished pianist, composer

and pedagogue, selected the genre of the solo piano sonata as

a compositional medium in 1953, 1957, 1975 and, most recently,

in 1984. The first three sonatas have been topics or partial

topics of a few dissertations in the 1970's, but these papers

provided very little detailed analysis or have focused on the

composer's gradual maturation as demonstrated in his work, a

term which Walker considers erroneous when evaluating his

compositional output for the piano.1

Walker's Sonata No. 4, commissioned in 1984, demon-

strates the composer's continued fascination with a somewhat

relaxed utilization of traditional formal outlines, the color-

istic effects of persistent interval combinations, the incor-

poration of folk elements into his thematic material, and the

maintenance of harmonic and rhythmic underpinnings as struc-

tural bases to the work. 2 While his Sonata No. 1 and Sonata

No. 2 adhere somewhat to expected key relationships, are

written with key signatures and time signatures and can be an-

alyzed by traditional structural formulae, Walker has been

1. Dennis Boe, Telephone interview with George Walker, Febru-
ary 16, 1995.

2. Ibid.

1
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very creative in that he presents musical details in a unique

and consistent way.

By comparison, his Sonata No. 3 and Sonata No. 4 were

scored without adherence to traditional tonalities, lack time

signatures and key signatures. Walker admitted in the 1970's

that his views on form had changed and that his later composi-

tions would reflect a philosophy in which the composer could

relax traditional organizational norms without any sacrifice

of compositional control. Walker's Sonata No. 4, without some

of the obvious surface elements used in compositional control,

does project a complex and systematic approach to composition

through his use of scaler materials, contrasting elements and

cyclical treatment of various compositional components.

Consequently, this study provides a summarized biography

which gives insight into the development of the composer and

his influences, an overview of Walker's piano compositions, a

review of compositional elements found in his first three so-

natas and a detailed analysis of Walker's Sonata No. 4.



CHAPTER II

BIOGRAPHY OF GEORGE T. WALKER

Washington, D.C.: The Early Years

George Theophilus Walker was born on June 22, 1922 into

a family which was considered a part of the Washington, D.C.

professional community. His father, George Walker, Sr. was a

black native of the West Indies and his mother, Rosa, had

descended from former slave families of the Washington, D.C.

area. George Walker, Jr. was the older of two children in the

Walker family, the second being his sister Frances.

George Walker, Sr. was a doctor with a private medical

practice out of their home. He was well-respected and associ-

ated with professionals and educators in the city. The parents

of George, Jr. were self-taught musicians; they were deeply

religious and used music to express their Christian convic-

tions. During long Sunday afternoons, the family gathered

around the piano as Father played and Mother sang arrangements

of spirituals and hymns.1

In 1927, at the tender age of five, George, Jr. began his

study of the piano with lessons from Mamie Pinkney Henry. His

sister, Frances, also studied with her later (as well as with

1. Roosevelt Newson, Jr., A Style Analysis of the Three Piano
Sonatas of George Theophilus Walker. (DMA dissertation,
Peabody Conservatory of Music, 1977), 15-16.

3
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George Walker's piano instructors at Oberlin and the Curtis

Institute). Somewhat short in stature, George used a step to

assist him in getting to the bench. In 1932 at the age of ten,

George was enrolled by his parents into Howard University's

music prep school. There, George would remain under the tute-

lage of Lillian Mitchell Allen, an excellent piano instructor

at the school, and Camille Nickerson, who taught general music

and theory in weekend classes.2

The Walkers were members of the Shiloh Baptist Church in

Washington, D.C. and as their musical abilities increased, the

Walker children were employed as paid musicians for worship

services. The members of the congregation were quite sophisto-

cated and the caliber of music very high.3

George entered the tenth grade at Dunbar High School at

the age of twelve. Although this school was the most demanding

of the black high schools in Washington, D.C., Walker breezed

through the academic courses. During his high school years,

Walker became an avid tennis player, winning some local cham-

pionships as a young adult. However, he never considered a

career in professional tennis:

In those days, there were no such things as tennis
scholarships. There were a few colleges that had
programs...I think Kenyon College had such a program.
I played a lot [during my first year at Oberlin]. I
thought it was really interfering with my grades my

2. Ibid. p. 15.

3. Ibid. p. 15.
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second year, but it was shortly after that when I

won the playground championship in Washington, D.C.4

Walker attended lyceum performances at Howard University

while in junior and senior high. The University was the center

for black culture in the Washington, D.C. area. At this time,

blacks were only allowed in the very back of Constitution Hall

so his access to mainstream professional music was somewhat

limited.5 Throughout this period, Walker was becoming a re-

markable keyboard player and, because of his serious study,

his father purchased for him a new Chickering grand piano.

While the Walker family did not listen to music together

at home, Walker was exposed to the literature of the piano by

sitting at the keyboard and playing through scores purchased

downtown by his mother. 6

As a senior, Walker performed his first solo recital

at the Howard Prep School. The recital, performed two weeks

before his fifteenth birthday on June 7, 1937, included the

Sonata pathetigue, Op. 13 of Beethoven, Rhapsody, Op. 79, No.

1 of Brahms, a Chopin nocturne and waltz, and additional works

by Beethoven, Brahms, Ibert, Palmgren, Dett and Debussy. The

recital was a success. As a black fourteen-year-old-prodigy in

music and academics, he was offered a four year scholarship to

attend Howard, but did not want to enroll in the school:

4. Dennis Boe, Interview with George Walker, (Montclair, New
Jersey: March 6. 1995)

5. Newson; op.cit., 19.

6. Boe; op. cit.
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I had always wanted to go away to college. I read
great books about going away to college. The only
college catalogues I ever had were from Harvard

and Oberlin and I knew that Harvard didn't have an
instrumental music program.7

The Years at the Oberlin Conservatory

Selecting music as a major, Oberlin became the obvious

choice for Walker. He was able to attend college in another

state, and was given the exciting opportunity of being totally

immersed in one of the premier music programs of its day. He

enrolled at Oberlin in the Fall of 1937:

When I went to Oberlin, I didn't know what was ex-
pected of me. [Before that], I really only practiced
no more than a half hour a day. All of a sudden, I
was paying for four hours of practice. Initially,
just to sit down for four hours on those hard chairs
was excruciating! There were pianos on every floor
with no soundproofing at all. You walked down the
hall and this welter of sound...getting used to that
was just impossible!8

Throughout Walker's four years at Oberlin Conservatory

of Music, he studied piano with David Moyer, longtime piano

professor and performer at Oberlin. Moyer forced Walker to

begin studying the Bach Two-Part Inventions, not allowing him

to move on until each one was perfected. At Oberlin, one was

instructed in writing to study a carefully prescribed program

of graded literature. Walker is grateful for the excellent

foundation of literature and technique provided by Moyer and

the Conservatory.9

7. Ibid. 8. Ibid. 9. Ibid.
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The Oberlin years were critical in the development of

this young artist's technique and passion for the piano. Since

Walker was now exposed to many talented and enthusiastic young

pianists, he came to the realization that in order to compare

favorably with his classmates, he needed to set high standards

for himself and compete with the very best. During his senior

year, Walker was given the opportunity to perform the second

and third movements of Tchaikovsky's Concerto in b at the

Oberlin commencement recital with the conservatory orchestra.

This was Walker's first solo performance with a symphony or-

chestra. For his senior recital at Oberlin, the eighteen-year-

old performed the Bach-Busoni Toccata in C, Schumann's Fantasy

in C, and, once again, the Concerto in bb by Tchaikovsky.10

Walker did not limit his keyboard studies exclusively to

the study of piano. He received organ lessons from Arthur

Poister of the organ faculty and developed such an amazing fa-

cility at the instrument that he was recommended and hired

as organist for the Oberlin Theological Seminary. This paid

position offered him valuable performance experience and

allowed a vehicle for creativity as he improvised on melodies

and harmonic patterns during the postludes.1'

In addition to Walker's success as a developing keyboard

artist, he also began his study of musical composition while

at Oberlin. Under the guidance of Normand Lockwood, Walker

completed many writing exercises and two of these, Caprice for

10. Ibid. 11. Newson; op. cit., 21-22.
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piano solo and Response for voice and piano, are currently in

publication. Through these initial experiences, Walker began

to change his career focus; although his Doctor of Musical

Arts degree would be in piano, his interest and dedication to

composition would bring him fame and recognition.

The Curtis Experience

The Curtis Institute of Music of Philadelphia, founded in

1924 by the Bok Family, interested Walker as he sought further

instruction in music. Walker auditioned for the piano faculty

at Curtis and was accepted. At Curtis, a prospective student

auditions and, if chosen by a faculty member, is given in-

struction without any fee being charged to the student. The

Mary Curtis Bok Foundation paid tuition costs for Walker and

provided him with a Steinway piano for practice. Walker has

described been chosen by concert pianist, Rudolf Serkin:

I'm sure that most persons can understand the great
significance of being a teenager studying with him.
Since Serkin was, by far, the most prominent figure
teaching at Curtis at that time, to study with him
was considered a status kind of significance.

Walker was given a repertoire list to study during the summer

months and began his study with Serkin in the fall of 1941.

There were approximately six students in Serkin's studio at

the time and only three received lessons on a weekly basis;

they were Eugene Istomin, Seymour Lipkin and Walker. Walker

12. Boe; op. cit.
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recalls his sessions as being extremely formal:

My lesson was kind of a concert in the sense that
after an introductory "Hello, how are you?" he would
sit down probably ten feet from you and you played.
After I played the entire piece, he would make some
comments, which for my first yer always seemed to
center around playing "louder."

While Serkin had a fabulous reputation as a pianist, he

did not provide much assistance in the studio. He never used

the musical score when listening to a student or in discussing

the student's performance. Walker is constantly re-evaluating

his work with Serkin:

I would never teach without the music and would
not allow myself to think only in terms of certain
isolated things to reinforce. I broke thirteen
strings my first year there and told that to Serkin.
After I played that day, he said, "Play louder,
louder!" [Our problems] didn't mean a thing to him!
He never said, "Well, how are you producing this
sound?" or, "What's causing this?" Couldn't he have
said, "I want more sound, but let me show you how to
do it." He never explained anything. He never demon-
strated anything for me. I never learned anything
technically ffgom him. But...he was a strange fellow,
very strange.

Others who have studied with Serkin have been in complete

agreement. If you were to learn anything, you had to figure

it out for yourself. 15

Walker and his sister, Frances, have had experiences

with Serkin that have left very negative impressions of the

legendary figure. After Walker's New York debut in 1945, he

entered the Levintritt Competition with Serkin's approval,

despite the fact that Serkin was on the jury for the highly

13. Ibid. 14. Ibid. 15. Ibid.
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acclaimed competition. Walker began playing Rachmaninov's

Third Piano Concerto, but was cut off in the middle of the

first movement by Serkin and told to play something else.

He then performed Schubert's Moment Musical in Ab, Op. 94,

No. 2 and played it flawlessly. After hearing that he hadn't

made it past the first round, he telephoned Serkin and asked

the reason for his being eliminated. Serkin said that jurors

hadn't felt that Walker had performed the Rachmaninov work

with enough brilliance, but that another juror thought the

Schubert performance was the best he had ever heard. Walker

recalls:

I was floored! To me, making it to the second round
was never an issue in my mind. Years later, I learned
that my classmates at Curtis were astounded I hadn't
made the second round.16

Earlier that year, Mary Curtis Bok's husband, Efrem

Zimbalist (Violinist and Director of Curtis), had graciously

financed Walker's debut at Town Hall in New York On November

13, 1945. His program included a prelude and fugue from Bach's

Well-Tempered Clavier, the Beethoven Sonata, Op. 101, the ex-

pansive Kreisleriana of Schumann, four Chopin Etudes and the

Barcarolle, the Prokofieff Toccata, and Three Pieces written

by Walker. Critical reviews in both the New York Times and the

New York Post were quite positive and encouraging. Walker was

disappointed with Serkin for not attending his debut recital:

He never made an excuse for not being able to come
to my debut recital. You read about Horowitz pre-

16. Ibid.
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paring his students and his concern for their debut.
Not with Serkin.,

Walker had other performances during his Curtis years which

included a concert series at Howard University, West Virginia

State, the Philadelphia Pianist's Association and with the

Philadelphia Orchestra as a result of winning the Youth

Concert Auditions. Eugene Ormandy conducted Rachmaninov's

Piano Concerto No. 3 with Walker at the keyboard.18

Frances Walker had a traumatic experience with Serkin

that was upsetting to the whole Walker family. She, too, was

fortunate enough to be accepted into Serkin's studio at

Curtis. But after studying with him for a year, she received

a letter from the Institute informing her that she could not

return in the fall. Serkin apparently never said anything to

her in a lesson and then dropped her without explanation.19

During his years at Curtis, Walker did receive piano

instruction from other teachers. After his first year at

Curtis, he returned for the summer to Oberlin, where he com-

pleted half of the requirements for a Master's degree from

that institution, a program from which he did not graduate.

Walker also had several piano lessons with Jorge Bolet and

Mieczyslaw Horszowski. These lessons were taken when Serkin

was concertizing away from Philadelphia.

During the fall semester of 1941, Walker submitted a

17. Ibid.

18. Newson; op. cit., 25. 19. Boe; op. cit.
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portfolio of his compositions to the composition faculty at

Curtis. He was immediately accepted into the composition

program under the guidance of Rosario Scalero for composition

and Gian-Carlo Menotti for orchestration. In three years with

Scalero, Walker worked through theory and compositional

technique much in the same manner that had been presented to

him at Oberlin. Exercises began with two-voice counterpoint,

chorale preludes, motets, fugues and double fugues. Every

student's graduation piece was a sonata.20 Each exercise used

traditional works by traditional composers as models:

Since Scalero thought that music ended with Sibelius,
we really were not allowed to even think about doing
anything significantly original. I realized, after
leaving Scalero, that I and Ned Rorem (and others)
had to go through all of this before I could do what
I really wanted. I was primarily interested in being a
concert pianist. Maybe when I would be old and gray,
I would find time to do some composition. But Scalero
gave me experience in what I consider the technique
of writing, which I still believe is very important.
I loved every exercise, but...if you feel that you
should have something individual to say, you've got to
think about composers after Sibelius and Brahms."

Walker composed a sonata for violin and piano for his final

piece with Scalero, but does not include it in his list of

published works. As can be expected, he feels it is a bit

"too Brahmsian."22

Eugene Istomin, Walter Hautzig, Jacob Lateiner and

Seymour Lipkin, all well-respected pianists in today's

musical community, were Walker's closest friends while he at-

20. Ibid.

21. Ibid. 22. Ibid.
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tended Curtis. Hautzig remains Walker's closest friend and he

communicates with the others on an occasional basis.23

Professional Management

After receiving two Artist Diplomas from Curtis, one in

piano and the other in composition, Walker received the gift

of a piano from Mary Curtis Bok and she encouraged him to seek

professional management. Walker reflected on his difficulty in

obtaining support:

The whole idea of a black instrumentalist was so
foreign to concert managers who thought that they
were speaking for concert audiences. Even in the
institutions where I studied, the idea that there
could be a place for a ?lack pianist was inconceiv-
able to these teachers.

His friend Walter Hautzig, recommended that he tour Europe to

further improve his credentials. George Walker, Sr. offered to

pay the expenses for his son's trip and in the summer of 1947,

Walker studied briefly in France at the American Academy at

Fontainebleau, followed by a tour in the fall of Amsterdam,

The Hague, Copenhagen, Stockholm and Milan. As a student at

Fontainebleau for just two weeks, Walker was confronted with

the teaching style of Robert Casadesus, a completely opposite

experience from his work with Serkin:

[Unlike Serkin], Casadesus would sit right up to the
piano, playing along with his left hand. He had an
assistant who, without even hearing you play, would
assign us all the same French exercises; each one was
about four pages long. I made my debut at twenty-five
and didn't need that (laughter).

I19 3. I1. 2. Ibi.25 Iid
23.1 Ibid. 24. Ibid. 25. Ibid.
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Dissatisfied with his lessons with Casadesus, Walker then was

offered an opportunity to tour Czechoslovakia with a male

singer he had met on his trip to Paris. He obtained a refund

from the Fontainebleau Academy and went on to Prague. Once

there, they became aware of the unsettled political climate

and possible associations of their tour with the Communist

Party. Walker subsequently returned to Fontainebleau and

finished out the semester.26

Upon his return to the U.S., Walker once again pursued

professional management. Through a recommendation from Jacob

Lateiner, Walker was able to secure management with National

Concert and Artists Corporation and was listed on their pro-

gramming roster from 1950-1953. With limited opportunities in

performance, Walker toured Europe a second time and, after

his return, composed his Sonata No. 1 for piano solo. George

Walker, Sr., assisted Walker in the acquisition of his first

college teaching position at Dillard University in Louisiana.

Walker taught at Dillard for one year, returned to Washington

and stayed with George Walker, Sr. until his father's death. 27

Eastman School of Music

Walker's Artist Diplomas from Curtis were considered to

be of such a high caliber, that Walker applied and was ad-

mitted to Eastman's Doctor of Musical Arts program without a

Master's Degree. During his two years at Eastman, Walker

26. Ibid. 27. Newson; op. cit., 29-30.
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studied piano with Jose Echaniz. Walker feels that Echaniz was

"a wonderful man," and treated Walker as a colleague. As a

tribute to Echaniz, Walker dedicated his third compact disc

to him. Although he did not study composition while at

Eastman, Walker had the opportunity to come in contact with

theorist and Eastman Director, Howard Hanson. Despite objec-

tions from the students, Hanson required everyone to enroll in

a theory course which presented his philosophy of intervals.

Because of this change of focus in the degree plan, Walker was

given the option of writing an original composition in lieu of

the standard thesis. Walker chose the piano sonata as a compo-

sitional genre for the second time:

... it was connected in part with that obsession of
Hanson's, that is, the consistent projection of an
interval throughout a work. So my project consisted
of a work for solo piano with an arrangement for two
pianos that exemplified the idea of consistent tri-
adic use. The only time I ever talked to Hanson, I
played for him my First Sonata. He said, "It isn't
consistent." (Laughter) The project was based on his
approach. It was very odd, very elementary.. .2

With the completion of Sonata No. 2, Walker graduated

from the Eastman School with his third Artist Diploma and

the Doctor of Musical Arts degree in piano. The year 1957

proved to be significant in Walker's compositional output. In

addition to the two versions of Walker's Second Piano Sonata,

he composed his famous Concerto for Trombone and Orchestra

and the Sonata for Cello and Piano.

28. Boe; op. cit.
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The Paris Years

In 1957, Walker received the distinguished award of a

Fulbright Fellowship and returned to France. Once he arrived

in Paris, all Fulbrights were informed of a rule change which

would allow recipients to study with a private teacher if they

chose to do so. In the past, Fulbrights would be required to

associate with an institution, but the notion of repeating his

experience with Robert Casadesus was certainly not appealing.

Walker had little difficulty in making a decision. He was ac-

cepted into the studio of Madame Nadia Boulanger to study com-

position instead of piano at the Academy.29

Walker met with Boulanger on two occasions each week. His

private composition lesson always occurred during Boulanger's

lunch hour. A male housekeeper would wheel in her meal on a

cart and she would eat while working with Walker's music. She

examined his songs and the First Piano Sonata. Boulanger was

apparently very fond of the First Sonata and programmed it

on a summer recital with Walker performing. Most sessions were

spent discussing the details, Boulanger asking Walker to

explain how he constructed a particular part or what idea he

was trying to communicate. Although she infrequently referred

to other composers, she would recall Igor Stravinsky:

Meester Straveensky, when he would look over a score,
and he would see something he didn't like, he would
take his razor and go "zip"

29. Ibid.

30. Ibid.
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In addition to the private composition lessons, Walker

was a member of her "paid" Wednesday class. During these

sessions, she would give long speeches on a very high moral

or philosophical plane which impressed all who attended. At

the beginning of each year, Boulanger would distribute a list

of pieces to be discussed and expect students to have studied

the music before her lectures. Walker recalls what transpired

in a typical session:

She would talk - nonstop! She would pause, everyone
would freeze. We knew she was preparing to ask a
question and we also knew that it wasn't possible
to provide an answer that would satisfy her or be in
any way relevant.

Boulanger would coach chamber performances and expended great

effort to assure a good performance. In rehearsals, if a

detail was missing, she would nudge the performer as a re-

minder. Walker remembers her attitude regarding performance:

I've never known anyone who was less critical about
a performance. For concerts, she understood that
anything can go wrong, anything might go wrong.3 It
was not important. She never criticized anyone.

After one year in Paris, Walker was unsuccessful in the

renewal of his Fulbright. Fortunately, he had postponed use of

a grant from the John Hay Whitney Foundation and was able to

utilize this award to finance his second year. While living in

Europe, Walker concertized in London with return engagements

in Amsterdam and Milan. Important compositions which were com-

pleted with the guidance of Boulanger include another Sonata

31. Ibid. 32. Ibid.
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for Violin and Piano, Three lyrics for Chorus and Address for

Orchestra.3

Walker's Career in Academia

Walker returned to the U.S. after two years in the studio

of Nadia Boulanger. In 1960, he married pianist Helen Siemans,

facilitated a course in aesthetics at the New School for

Social Research and began teaching piano at the Dalcroze

School of Music, both institutions in New York City. In addi-

tion, what began as a part-time teaching position at Smith

College, became full-time and Walker taught there from 1961-

1968. His two sons, Gregory and Ian, were born during these

early years at Smith.34

During the decade of the 1960's, Walker experienced great

success as a composer and was a recipient of awards for his

work. They included the Harvey Gaul Prize in 1964 for the best

two-piano work with his Sonata for two pianos; three fellow-

ships at the MacDowell Colony (1966-68), a summer workshop for

composers in New Hampshire; an "Honorable Mention" in the Rhea

Soslund Competition in 1967 for his String Quartet No. 2 and

selection as a resident composer at the Bennington College

Composer Symposium in 1968 to present and discuss four of his

songs and Antiphonys for Chamber Orchestra.

The stable work environment at Smith provided an ideal

opportunity for Walker's compositional aspirations. New

33. Ibid. 34. Newson; op.cit., 40. 35 Ibid., 41.
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works from this period include Spatials for piano, Perimeters

for Clarinet and Piano, the above-mentioned String Quartet No.

2, Antiphonys for Chamber Orchestra, Symphony for orchestra

(which has been withdrawn from publication) and four choral

works composed for chapel services at Smith. Although Walker

was a lecturer and member of the piano faculty, the composi-

tion faculty recognized his gifts and included his choral work

Gloria in Memoriam as part of a project to publish works by

resident composers of Smith. This became Walker's first

published composition.36

In addition to Walker's teaching duties and composing, he

administered the Peabody Conservatory Summer Colony on Smith's

campus during the summers of 1965 through 1968 and assisted

in the organization of the New England Festival of Music

concerts held on the campuses of the University of Massachu-

setts, Amherst and Smith College.37

In 1968, Walker was offered a one-year position as Visit-

ing Professor at the University of Colorado, Boulder to teach

piano. He took a leave of absence from Smith, but would not

return to that faculty. While in Colorado, Walker had his

Symphony for Orchestra premiered by the University of Colorado

Symphony, won a Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship

Grant and a University of Colorado Research Grant.38

36. Ibid., 42.

37. Ibid., 43-44.

38. Ibid., 45.
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Rutgers: 1969-92

Near the end of his year at Boulder, Walker applied for

and was offered a tenured full-professorship at the Newark

campus of Rutgers University. He accepted the position and,

except for short visiting professorships at the University of

Maryland and the Peabody Conservatory of Music, Walker taught

at Rutgers, Newark until his retirement in 1992. He still

maintains his home in Montclair, just minutes from Rutgers

and not far from the activity of Metropolitan New York. In his

early years at Rutgers, he began teaching piano and theory,

but reflected:

I decided that my piano students were so bad, I just
couldn't bring myself to teach it. I opted to teach
Music History courses instead. But it boggles my
mind that in all my years of teaching, I never taught
counterpoint. And that was the subject in which I
think I had the most innate ability. I never taught
it! I was never asked to teach it!

So Walker provided lectures in music history survey, opera

literature, conducting, theory, orchestration and keyboard

harmony.

In 1974, Walker became Chairman of the Department of

Music at Rutgers in, a post he retained for eighteen years.

The small department had four or five full-time faculty with

a number of adjuncts.. Since the number of music majors had

decreased, the Music Department was merged into the Department

of Fine Arts. 40

39. Boe; op. cit.

40. Ibid.
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The 1970's brought many more completed compositions from

George Walker and, with the recognition received through re-

cordings, he became a well-established composer in the United

States. After brief study in Italy, financed through a grant

from the Rockefeller Foundation, Walker returned to the U.S.

and signed his first recording contract with Composers Record-

ings Incorporated. This 1971 recording included his Sonata No.

2 , Spatials, and Spektra, all for piano solo. One of Walker's

many grants from Rutgers helped to defray the costs involved

in producing the album.41

Also in 1971, Natalie Hinderas, recorded the First Piano

Sonata on the Desto label. Her performance and Walker's music

received a boost when a Howard Klein article in the New York

Times described the work as "masterly." Walker expressed some

concern to the performer that the published score contained an

incorrect tempo marking and Hinderas was actually playing one

of the variations at half tempo. She preferred the variation

to be performed slowly and recorded it as indicated in the

score. This score misprint was an example of the frustration

Walker has been forced to endure at the hands of publishers

and editors. 42

Two years later, in 1973 the National Endowment for the

Arts (NEA) funded a Columbia Records project called the Black

Composer Series. There were to be between twelve and sixteen

records, recorded and released at the rate of several discs

%. -lewsn- - --46-4.-Bo; op cit
41. Newson; op. cit ., 46 42. Bae; op.cit .
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per year. Unfortunately, after nine volumes were completed,

the project was abandoned. In 1986, the series was reissued

by the College Music Society and is available for less than

twenty-five dollars per set. 43

Walker was fortunate to have three of his major works

recorded in the series. The Concerto for Trombone and Orches-

tra was recorded in 1974 by the London Symphony Orchestra with

Denis Wick, trombone and Paul Freeman, conducting (Vol. 3).

Volume 7 features Walker's Lyric for Strings also with the

London Symphony, under the baton of Freeman. In 1975, the NEA

commissioned Walker's Piano Concerto, which was premiered by

the Minneapolis Symphony the same year, once again with Paul

Freeman conducting. Natalie Hinderas recorded the work as

pianist with the Detroit Symphony, also with Freeman as con-

ductor. This recording was released on Volume 9 of the series,

the final record of the series. 44

Many additional works were written in the 1970's as the

composer's reputation swelled. The David Ensemble commissioned

Five Fancys for Clarinet and Piano 4 Hands. Walker's Piano

Sonata No. 3 received its commission jointly from Leon Bates

and the Washington Society for the Performing Arts. Mr. Bates

premiered the work at Kennedy Center in 1976 and has recorded

it on the Orion label. In 1975, The Hans Kindler Foundation

43. Dennis Boe, Telephone interview with spokesperson for the
College Music Society, March 9, 1995. Price reductions for
the set have occurred frequently.

44. Newson; op. cit., 47.
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commissioned a brass quintet by Walker titled Music for Brass

(Sacred and Profane). This four movement work was premiered by

the New York Brass Quintet in 1976.

Other commissions have come from the Cleveland Orchestra,

the National Endowment for the Arts, the University of Mary-

land Piano Competition, Purdue University, Eastman School of

Music, the Capital Chamber Artists, Affiliate Artists, Inc.

and Frederick Moyer and the Astral Foundation who jointly

funded the commission of Walker's Piano Sonata No. 4. Moyer,

grandson of David Moyer, Walker's piano professor at Oberlin,

has performed this work worldwide and has recorded it on the

GM label. 45

In the 1980's, MMB Music, Inc. began publishing all of

Walker's new works and the General Music publications have

been assigned to MMB as well. As Walker continues to compose

and revise earlier works, MMB is providing exceptional assis-

tance in publication and reissue. Since his retirement, Walker

has been performing as much as possible:

I made a point about a year after I left the Uni-
versity that I was going to spend time playing.
There was one point where I didn't have any com-
missions on the horizon and felt that I could
devote more time to practicing.

At the age of seventy-two, Walker is an active composer and a

mature craftsman and pianist with a great concern for detail.

45. Dennis Boe, Interview with George Walker, Montclair, New
Jersey, March 6, 1995.

46. Ibid.
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General Music Publishing Company was very cooperative in

the publishing of Walker's music. The works listed above and

others from this period became published and distributed

through the efforts of Paul Kapp of General Music.



CHAPTER III

A SURVEY OF WALKER'S PIANO WORKS

The Four Piano Sonatas

Recounting the educational background and performance

career of George Walker, it is not unexpected that the piano

became a primary medium for this contemporary composer. As a

youngster arranging hymns in church and as a young man impro-

vising at Oberlin Theological Seminary services, Walker util-

ized the keyboard as a vehicle for the expression of his crea-

tive compositional instinct.

Walker has composed four solo piano sonatas dating from

1953, 1957, 1975 and 1984, all of which are uniquely individu-

al works expressing the composer's interests and focus. His

three-movement Sonata No. 1 demonstrates a fascination with

quartal melodic and harmonic structures, aggressive rhythmic

and articulation patterns, changing meters and use of American

folk music as a basis for thematic material. While Walker

wishes not to be "pigeon-holed" with other specific composers

or compositional styles, it is quite apparent that his Sonata

No.1 contains basic similarities in materials and style to

works of Stravinsky, Copland and their contemporaries.)

The Sonata No. 2, in four movements, was composed as a

1. Walker admits that he has been compared to these composers.

25
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part of Walker's Doctor of Musical Arts requirements at

Eastman in 1957. Utilizing Howard Hanson's idea of the "con-

sistent projection of an interval," Walker created a work

significantly different in character from the "fourth orient-

ed" Sonata No. 1.2 Throughout Walker's Second Sonata, he

provides a variety of contrasting textures with the intervals

of thirds, sixths, octaves and fifths as their structural

basis. The third and fourth movements present Walker's experi-

mentation in rhythmic destabilation with changing meters and

syncopation. As a part of the dissertation requirement, Walker

also had to arrange the Sonata No. 2 for two pianos. This ar-

rangement was awarded the Harvey Gaul Prize in 1963 and was

published by General Music in 1981.

Pianist Leon Bates and the Edyth Bush Foundation, Inc.

commissioned Walker's Sonata No. 3 for piano in 1975. The work

became a performance vehicle for Bates as he, subsequently,

premiered the sonata at the Kennedy Center and recorded it on

the Orion label with works by Barber and MacDowell. Walker

describes these three brief movements as a set of three fanta-

sies, each with its own atmosphere and texture. 3 In the Third

Sonata, Walker dispenses with certain traditional elements

found in the earlier sonatas. By omitting time signatures and

requiring frequent changes in tempo, he intentionally avoids

2. See Chapter II, p. 15.

3. Roosevelt Newson, Jr., A Style Analysis of the Three Piano
Sonatas of George Theophilus Walker. (DMA dissertation,
Peabody Conservatory of Music, 1977), p.74.
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the restrictions inherent to the sense of a regular pulse in

any movement. The lack of key signatures assist in dispelling

any assumption of traditional key areas or tonal relation-

ships.

Finally, Walker's Sonata No. 4 represents his most recent

effort in the genre of the solo piano sonata. Commissioned in

1984 by The Astral Foundation and Frederick Moyer, this piece

is gradually becoming one of the standard larger works in the

repertoire of the late twentieth century. In it, Walker con-

tinues his exploration of intervals and freedom from rhythmic

pulsation with special emphasis on the use of tone clusters

and octave displacement of melodic lines. Throughout the two

movements of his Fourth Sonata, Walker provides remarkable

contrasts of texture, tempo and mood.4

In addition to the piano sonatas, Walker has produced a

number of shorter works for solo piano. The Caprice, composed

in 1947, represents the first piece Walker wrote which has

been included in his existing published titles. Combined with

his Prelude of 1945, the two were published in 1975 by General

Music as Prelude and Caprice. Walker composed the Caprice at

the age of seventeen but elements of a compositional style

are at work which are found throughout his later compositions.

Although the work is basically tonal, Walker avoids frequent

references in the Caprice to tonic-dominant relationships,

4. Dennis Boe, Interview with George Walker, (Montclair, New
Jersey: March 6, 1995)
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and, often, both harmonizes a somewhat disjunct melody with

open quartal sonorities and syncopates the 3/8 dancelike

quality with occasional changing meters. Walker's Prelude

creates a stately, yet subdued character through long phrases

of tonal chords which are embellished by the addition

of ninths, elevenths and thirteenths. These rich and expansive

chordal structures are reminiscent of textures found in the

Preludes of Debussy and provide a solemn and dignified intro-

duction to the Caprice.5

Although Walker has commented on his use of groups of

notes placed in a series and repeated at various times within

a movement, he has totally avoided twelve-tone serialization,

except for its use in the piano work Spatials. In 1961, Walker

set Spatials within the form of a theme and variations, util-

izing a variety of row permutations, modifications to a par-

ticular row and incomplete statements of the row. While some

similarities may exist with serialized variation sets by

Copland or Schoenberg, the rhythmic drive and detailed inter-

val selection (extensive use of minor seconds and tritones)

represent characteristics of Walker's own personal style.

Walker premiered Spatials at the National Gallery of Art in

1965 and has recorded it on the Orion label.

After a period of ten years in which Walker did not

compose a singe work for solo piano, he returned to the medium

5. The voicing, expansive texture and planing effects are very
similar to sections of Debussy's La Cathedrale engloutie
and La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune.
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with Spektra, a single movement work which employs the contin-

uous use and manipulation of small groupings or sets of minor

seconds. Tritones and other intervals affect the dissonant

quality of the half-step sonorities, but are secondary in

importance to Walker's continued fascination with the minor

second. Spektra often extends textures through the sustaining

of huge sonorities over multiple measures. This is notated

with the use of three and four stave scoring and visually rep-

resents extremes in register and texture found in the work.

The intentional misspelling of the word "spectra" is typical

of the composer's interest in developing a humorous "play on

words" when titling his compositions.6

In 1979, Walker received a commission from the University

of Maryland to compose a short work that was to be required

of all participants in the University of Maryland Piano Com-

petition. Bauble was written for and performed at the event.

Composed only six years before the Sonata No. 4, Bauble is a

difficult technical exercise, demonstrating similar expansive

and explosive phrasing tendencies to those contained in the

sonata. Note groupings comprised of three, four or five in-

tervals sweep up and down the keyboard in a gradually in-

creasing intensity, only to start again with another sweeping

gesture. Walker agreed that the term "expansion" is appropri-

ate in the description of these phrases or gestures.7

Walker dedicated his most recent solo piano composition,

6. Boe; op. cit. 7. Ibid.
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Guido's Hand, to his sister, Frances Walker Slocum. Commis-

sioned in 1986 by Affiliate Artists, Inc., the work was pre-

miered in New York by Christopher O'Riley at Weill Hall in

1987. Walker's reference to the eleventh-century monk, Guido

d'Arezzo, has no musical or extra-musical connotation,S but

there are some unifying features among the movements. As ex-

pected, Walker concentrates on the manipulation of intervals

to create musical gestures and integrates a rhythmic motive

of: 7 "rn , in a variety of interval combinations to

generate material and unify the movements.

8. Dennis Boe, Telephone interview with George Walker, Febru-
ary 16, 1995.



CHAPTER IV

COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENTS IN THE SONATAS 1-3

Traditional Forms

Through the process of analysis, comparison and contrast

of Walker's first three piano sonatas, his elements which are

consistent and those which are unique to an individual sonata

or movement within a sonata become readily discernible. To

effectively evaluate Walker's style, it is helpful to explore

the characteristic details of his sonatas and to isolate each

element of interest. Compositional elements selected for dis-

cussion include Walker's use of traditional formal structures,

his construction of harmonies and interval projection, the use

of folk music as thematic material, his use of scales and

scale fragments, tonality vs. atonality and extremes of range,

dynamics and timbre as they appear in the sonatas. This author

utilized the dissertations of Newson, Ennett, Baker, Hildreth

and others in the initial phase of sonata analysis and is very

grateful for their research into the music of this composer.1

When discussing musical form with George Walker, he

frequently expresses his views on his use of traditional forms

and his intense concern for a composer's adherence to formal

1. A complete entry of each dissertation is provided in theBibliography. None of the authors have published further
study or analysis of Walker's compositional output.
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procedures:

I have really been a strong advocate of traditional
forms simply because they provide stability to a
work. The moment one ventures into a less well-
defined organizational procedure, one creates the
possibility of a dangerous imbalance...In my works,
I have tried to mix up structures which adhere to
Classical or Baroque concepts and have treated
these structures rather freely, although the basic
aspects of these forms are still evident. I keep
coming back to traditional forms because they
provide a base from which I can incorporate new and
more contemporary content into my music. In retro-
spect, I think I have shown a partiality to varia-
tion forms, sonata forms and fugues.

Walker's philosophy regarding the utilization of tradi-

tional formal structures has been influenced by assignments

in composition at Curtis while studying with Rosario Scalero.

With traditional standard repertoire as models, students were

required to become adept at working within the boundaries of

these formal structures.

As an introduction to a discussion of Walker's use of

musical forms, it is beneficial to list the sonata movements

and the structural types found within each work:

Figure 1. Formal structures in Sonatas 1-3 of Walker.

Sonata No. 1 I Allegro energico Sonata form
II Moderato Theme & variations
III Allegro con brio Ternary

Sonata No. 2 I Adagio non troppo Theme & variations
II Presto Ternary (scherzo)
III Adagio Three part
IV Allegretto tranquillo Sonatina

Sonata No. 3 I Fantoms Ternary
II Bell: Tempo giusto Repeated chord
III Chorale and Fughetta Chorale & fughetta

2. David Baker, The Black Composer Speaks. (Metuchen, NewJersey: Scarecrow Press, 1978), 366.
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In the sonatas and other works, Walker has expressed an

ongoing interest in variation form. The second movement of the

Sonata No. 1 is constructed from a theme based on a Kentucky

folksong (discussed later), and six variations follow with a

variety of tempi, textures and moods. Walker feels that the

set can be called "character" variations because of their

individual qualities and limited relationship with the theme. 3

The theme and all six variations are in A major and each are

ten measures in length. The open "Coplandesque" use of quartal

harmony, which permeates the entire sonata, is devoid of acci-

dentals except for an F natural which is part of the harmoni-

zation in the original folk song. Contrasts are provided

through the alternation of lilting chordal sections in 6/8

with brilliant syncopated variations in quick sixteenth-note

octaves.

In the Sonata No. 2, Walker places the theme and varia-

tions at the beginning of the sonata, and instead of this

movement being an interlude between aggressive outer movements

as in the Sonata No. 1, it bears more structural weight than

the other three movements. This entire sonata was composed as

one of Walker's dissertation requirements and demonstrates the

continuous projection of the interval of the third (and its

inversion, the sixth, with resultant fifths and sevenths).

The movement is in G minor and contains ten variations, with

3. Dennis Boe, Interview with George Walker, (Montclair, New
Jersey, March 6, 1995).
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a return of the theme at the end, all based on a ground bass:

I always speak of the first movement as having a
ground bass, but the way it started, it started out
with the first measure of melodic material. I sud-
denly realized that I could mirror it. So that the
bass actually came after having discovered the mel-
odic content. That's when I decided I could write
variations on the bass. The traditional aspect of
it is the ground bass or passacaglia using varia-
tions, which I was always kind of addicted to.

The melody Walker refers to begins the theme on Eb and is im-

mediately followed with the bass in canon at the sixth which

becomes the passacaglia line throughout the variations (Figure

2).

Figure 2. Sonata No. 2, first movement, meas. 1-4.

Theme

- 7

ir

The first movement of the Sonata No. 1 should be consid-

ered, according to Walker, a clearly defined sonata form.

Within the scope of a continuous quartal melodic and harmonic

4. Ibid.

. Aw
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construction, the exposition, development and recapitulation

are well balanced at forty-six to forty-seven measures with a

fifteen measure coda.5 The energetic first theme, which begins

the movement, is contrasted with a lyrical second theme at a

less active tempo. Both are motivically developed in an

intense working out section. The recapitulation that follows

is easily identified with its return to thematic material in

the original key of C# minor.

The last movement of the Sonata No. 1 has been analyzed

as a type of rondo, but it may be more accurately described as

an elaborate ternary structure. The outer A sections are,

again, approximately equal in length at 44 and 41 measures re-

spectively and are comprised of many five-measure repetitions

of the theme. The composer varies the material through octave

displacement or placing the melody underneath accompanying

materials. The contrasting B section utilizes another American

folk song found in Sandburg's collection titled Liza in the

Summer Time.6

The final three movements of Walker's Sonata No. 2 were

composed in a variety of brief formal structures. The second

movement in Bb major is a humorous scherzo-like ternary

structure with double bars and key signature changes dividing

5. Roosevelt Newson, Jr., A Style Analysis of the Three PianoSonatas of George Theophilus Walker. (DMA dissertation,
Peabody Conservatory of Music, 1977), 90.

6. Carl Sandburg, The American Songbag. (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Co., 1927), 308-309.
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the primary sections. Walker structurally modified the return

of the A section by omitting some of the thematic material

(see Figure 3).7

Figure 3. Formal outline of the Sonata No. 2, second mvt.

A B A C _ B A

The third movement of the Sonata No. 2 employs Walker's

creative use of variation technique through the expansion of

accompaniment materials and textural changes applied to an

eight-measure theme. The entire movement consists of the o-

riginal theme and two expanded variations of that theme (A,

Al, A2).

Walker has described the fourth movement of his Sonata No

2 as a type of sonatina form because of its lack of a develop-

ment section. While contrasting keys and themes are in line

with expectations for sonata form, it may be assumed that

Walker's deliberate omission of a development section was a

result of concerns regarding the length and weight of this

movement in the overall plan of the entire sonata.

The Sonata No. 3 becomes more problematic when attempting

to place the work within the general scope of existing tradi-

tional formal outlines. The ternary nature of the first

movement, Fantoms, is only vaguely supported by the composer's

use of a totally hidden combination of the notes "C C B D F G"

and their return near the end of the movement. Otherwise, the

7. Newson; op. cit., 92.
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sweeping chromatic gestures and textural variety lead to

the conclusion that the work is ultimately through-composed

(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Sonata No. 3, first movement. meas. 1-4a.

eeioo 1\ -

The second movement, Bell, is unique in the compositional

work of George Walker. One seven-note chord is notated sev-

enteen times with exactly the same voicing. There seems to be

a relationship between note values and dynamics as an organ-

izing principle in the movement. In Figure 5, the number of

quarter note beats is given for each chord with accompanying

dynamic markings added where indicated:

Figure 5. Note values in quarter note beats and accompanying
dynamic markings ainBell.

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 4 6 9 12 3 6 9 30
pp p mp mfff fffff> f p pp ff p f pp

For the most part, the diminishing duration of each chord is
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directly related to an increase in dynamics until, once note

values begin to increase, the dynamics diminish. Walker only

deviates twice from this system near the end of the movement.

Finally, the last movement of the Third Sonata finds

Walker looking back to Baroque forms for a traditional

structure. The Chorale and Fughetta begins with a chromatic

chorale melody and harmonization. While the vocabulary is far

removed from that of German traditions, the nature of the mel-

odic line and resultant harmony provide a similar character to

the traditional models Walker has intensely studied. The con-

trapuntal Fughetta employs a rising chromatic line which is

answered and restated several times, often in a fragmented or

expanded form and then dissolves into an improvisatory

section, followed by a return to the Chorale to conclude the

sonata.

While Walker has intentionally followed the structural

outlines of traditional forms, he has worked with his mater-

ials to demonstrate his use of these forms in a non-tradition-

al way. Walker may omit specific sections of a classic formal

outline, and he may utilize an entirely new musical vocabulary

in the process, but even if hidden, the "vertebrae" of the

composition, its form, is structurally significant:

The only basic objectives that I try to follow aresimple. I like to feel that, for the most part, thereare some works which are formally obscure, but mostof them probably have a strong formal underpinning.8

8. Ibid.
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Interval Projection and Harmony

Walker often verbalizes his interest in intervals and

intervallic relationships within a work or section of a work.

It is not surprising that he approached his first two piano

sonatas with enthusiasm. In 1953, at the age of 31, Walker

was extremely interested in the quartal and pan-tonal compo-

sitions of Copland:

I was fascinated by the open quality of much of
Copland's music (as opposed to some of the elements
in Schoenberg's works), and I think I consciously
attempted to arrive at this kind of openness in
certain passages. But I think that basically, even
in my earlier works, my music is more complex than
Copland's.

This fascination led to the writing of his First Piano Sonata

in three significant, yet individually styled movements. The

primary unifying principle to the work is the consistent pro-

jection of intervals of the fourth. It is quite remarkable

that Walker was able to apply this intervallic philosophy to

seemingly unrelated materials and to produce movements that

are quite unified. The first movement is chromatic and dis-

sonant in a texture of harmonic and melodic fourths and fifths

while the second movement, based on the Kentucky folksong, 0

Bury Me Beneath the Willow, is wholly diatonic to the key of

A major. Some of the variations in the second movement are

more closely related to tertian harmony. Overall, however, the

interval of the fourth is utilized to create an open texture

and avoid the expected progressions of tertian harmony. The

9. Baker; op.cit., 370.
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third movement of the Sonata No. 1 re-establishes the disso-

nant framework in which to combine quartal structures with

repeated minor thirds, major seconds and minor seconds

(Figures 6, 7 and 8).

Figure 6. Sonata No. 1, first movement, meas. 1-5.
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Figure 7. Sonata No, 1, second movement, meas. 1-6.
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Figure 8. Sonata No. 1, third movement, meas. 1-6.
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As mentioned in Walker's biography (Chapter II, page 15),

as a part of the Eastman degree requirements, he was required

to compose a work that projected a consistent interval. Walker

chose the interval of a third and selected the piano sonata as

a vehicle for his work. While each movement of the Sonata No.

2 is notated within the boundaries of traditional key rela-

tionships (G minor, Bb major, B minor and G major), Walker

manipulates his vertical structures and contrapuntal lines in

a way which avoid the consistent use of major and minor

triads. Instead are found many diminished or augmented triads

and enharmonically spelled chords in inversion. It is inter-

esting to note that Walker occasionally spells as diminished

thirds intervals which sound as major seconds (see Figure 2,

measure 2, right hand).

By 1975, when Walker had been teaching at Peabody for a

year, he was approached by pianist Leon Bates with the offer

j-t.

v

40
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of a commission to compose a third piano sonata. Walker had

been experimenting with intervals of minor seconds and major

seconds and building these intervals into complex harmonies:

When I was teaching at Peabody, I found myself be-
coming more aware of tone clusters and have still
not managed to get away from them in different ways.
Of course, I had started using a pyramidical kind of
construction before that, but the intervals were
more widely spaced. Then I started working with in-
tervals that were more closely spaced and becomin
more dense before the termination of the cluster.

In the outer movements of the Sonata No. 3, Walker realizes

this interest in seconds by several methods. He may have in-

dividual voices leap major and minor sevenths and ninths, or

make skips of augmented or diminished octaves. Walker may

begin with a repeated note and expand and "thicken" a texture

in an upward motion, climaxing with a ringing tone cluster or

produce a similar effect by presenting a chromatic line based

primarily on chromatic half-step movement (Figure 9). In the

Figure 9. Sonata No. 3, first movement, meas. 4-6.

molto rit.

. Br e ; -p .- i .

10. Boe; op. cit.
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second movement of the Sonata No. 3, Walker provides a well-

spaced open sonority that actually is a tone cluster (C#, D#,

E, G, A, Bb) revoiced to three different octaves (Fig. 10). He

Figure 10. Sonata No. 3, second movement, meas. 1-4.

II ;Bell)

Tempo gusto =72

believes that any registral change is structurally insignif-

icant as long as one stays true to a particular pitch class:

I have been doing octave displacement for a number
of years. Someone who played [the] Sonata No. 4 said,
"Oh! You can actually hear that [displaced melody]?"
(Laughter) I do hear it and it means a lot to me to
be able to make the connection from one octave to
the next. 1 1

Walker's detailed approach to the use of intervals has

impacted the very nature of his first three sonatas, and its

use as a compositional tool in the Sonata No. 4 is discussed

in Chapter V.

References to Folk Music

Like many contemporary American composers, George Walker

has, on occasion turned to folk music and spirituals as a

11. Ibid.
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source for thematic material. It should be noted that Walker

has arranged many spirituals for voice and piano as well as

for instrumental ensembles. In the first three sonatas, Walker

avoids the use of spiritual tunes but does utilize folk music

in his Sonata No. 1:

You know, the second movement of [my] Sonata No.

1 is based on a Kentucky folk song. I was looking

at folk songs then instead of focusing on spirituals

and I guess in the use of folk songs, I was always

aware of the fact that if I were going to use an

American folk song, it surely would be an American

piece. That was my primary reason for looking for

folk songs for the First Sonata; to give it something

that was American.I

That folk song, 0 Bury Me Beneath the Willow, as mentioned

before, was taken from Carl Sandburg's American Songbag (see

Figure 7) as was Liza in the Morning, used in the third

movement and shown below in Figure 11. Both folksongs are

reproduced in Appendix C.

Figure 11. Sonata No. 1, third movement, meas. 43-48.
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Scales and Scale Fragments

With a compositional focus that attempts to manipulate a

variety of intervals, Walker's music often produces exaggerat-

ed disjunct motion. But there are points where Walker inserts

melodic lines which follow prescribed or unrecognizable scales

and scale fragments:

Something I've never been able to get away from my
teacher Scalero taught me, that is, disjunct motion
and conjunct motion. If there is a lot of consistent-
ly disjunct motion, you lose the effect of what you
are trying to do; and it surprisingly becomes quite
annoying. So in the first movement of [the] Sonata No.
1, you have these forces of disjunct motion with more
conjunct motion in the second theme.13

This contrasting theme (at measure 25) moves at a slower tempo

and is constructed from a combination of alternating whole and

half steps. This procedure is discussed as it applies to the

Sonata No. 4 in Chapter V.

The second movement of the First Sonata is the only

movement in all three sonatas which follows a diatonic scale.

Its lack of accidentals, mostly conjunct melody and open har-

monies give it a bland and peaceful quality, with a consequent

providing of necessary contrast as Walker has stated.

Since the Sonata No. 2 is centered around the interval

of the third, it is not until the contrasting section in the

fourth movement that any extended scale passagework is found,

and, even here, it is frequently interrupted by skips of minor

thirds. The upward moving scale fragments are combinations of

13. Ibid.
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whole steps, half steps and minor thirds, and while this par-

ticular section is written in F minor, the composer avoids any

confirmation of an F scale in any mode (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Sonata No. 2, fourth movement, meas. 10-15.

o= 126
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As previously mentioned, the Sonata No. 3 utilizes chro-

matic scale passages that rise to tremendous "fortissimos"

through a process of phrase expansion. Walker uses this type

of phrase structure in the first and third movements of the

Sonata No. 3 and all of the Sonata No. 4 (see Chapter V).

Tonality vs. Atonality

It is perhaps an oversimplification to come to the con-

clusion that Walker's first two sonatas are tonal because they

utilize key signatures and that the Third Sonata is atonal

since a key signature is lacking. Newson, in his analysis of

tonal relationships of the three works, has categorized

Walker's First Sonata as "enlarged diatonicism," and the
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Second Sonata as "bitonal" and "bifocal." I In reference to

the Sonata No. 1, he is quite accurate in describing the tonal

orientation of the outer movements, but misinterprets the

second movement usage. Here, the theme and variations are

clearly tonal, lack deviations from the A major diatonic scale

and offer weakly hidden, yet expected cadential structures.

The only expanded characteristic used by Walker in this

movement is the added note or higher tertian structures which

are a result of his quartal orientation.

Walker disagrees with Newson's analysis of his Sonata No.

2 and finds the concept of bitonality "erroneous" when used to

describe the key relationships. The first movement, for exam-

ple, is written in G minor, with the passacaglia theme being

stated in G minor, while another voice has started the same

theme based on another pitch. Walker does not consider this to

be bitonal:

There is a sort of interdependence [here] with the
changeability of thirds and sixths. I actually never
thought of it in thse terms. One voice is simply in
support of another.

The Sonata No. 3, written without key signatures or tonal

relationships is easily identified as atonal. But considering

Walker's interest in an underlying bass line or slow harmonic

rhythm, it is conceivable that he considered particular

sections of each movement to gravitate towards some central

14. Newson; op.cit., 128

15. Boe; op. cit.
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pitch. The composer has offered nothing concrete to support

this type of analysis.

Extremes of Range, Dynamics and Timbre

Paging through the piano sonatas of George Walker, it

might be initially concluded that Walker regularly calls upon

every square inch of the keyboard, every possible dynamic

and a multitude of timbres throughout his compositions. As

a generalization, this may be so, but there are certain ten-

dencies shown regarding these characteristics.

First of all, it may be said that as Walker moved away

from the use of tonal centers and melody, per se, his music

became more disjunct with quick changes of range and timbre.

The Sonata No. 1, for example, demonstrates a stability in

registration, despite the continual arpeggiation of the first

movement. The second movement, with its tonal folk song, keeps

within specific boundaries of range and dynamics in each indi-

vidual variation and, according to the composer, each "charac-

ter" variation produces a desired texture, color and mood. In

the Sonata No. 3, the composer has demonstrated his attraction

to octave displacements of a particular pitch class, so that

the effect of a linear structure may be distorted by extreme

and frequent changes in register.

Another feature of the later sonatas, is Walker's phrase

construction which begins in a lower register at a softer dy-

namic level and, through the thickening of texture, increases

in dynamics and movement to a higher register, then finally
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explodes with a tremendous climax. According to Walker, this

is a way in which to articulate a phrase, as an alternative to

a harmonic cadence. 6 This type of phrasing is quite different

from the increases and decreases written in the many arch

phrases of the first two sonatas.

Finally, while adjoining sections may be of completely

opposite character, Walker strives to join the sections with

some type of connection which allows for the movement "in and

out of intervallic relationships so that one is not startled

by the progression."i7 An excellent example of this technique

is found in the third movement of the Sonata No. 3 (Figure

13). At the end of the chorale, which is predominantly

chordal, Walker blends the final chords of the section with a

brief reference to the contrapuntal fughetta theme which

Figure 13. Sonata No. 3, third movement, meas. 15-18.

1 P legato-~

lb bi.1.7bd

16. Ibid. 17. Ibid.
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begins after the double bar in measure 17. The connection

prevents the listener from being startled by a change of

timbre, dynamics and registration.



CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE SONATA NO. 4

Background

George Walker composed a shorter work for piano solo in

1979 titled Bauble, but this work represented the only piano

composition written by the composer since the Piano Concerto

and the Sonata No. 3, both completed in 1975. In the early

1980's, Walker was approached by pianist Frederick Moyer 1 , and

his mother, who was acting as his agent. They were interested

in having Walker compose a piano sonata which Moyer would com-

mission, perform and record. Since his mother had some connec-

tion to the Astral Foundation, they were confident they could

obtain financial support from the organization. Funding was

granted, the Sonata No. 4 was composed in 1984 and premiered

at Merkin Hall in New York City that same year. Since then,

Moyer has toured many foreign countries and performed the work

quite often. 2

The Sonata No. 4 is a two-movement work with a duration

of approximately fifteen minutes. Each movement utilizes tra-

ditional formal outlines, the first movement clearly demon-

1. Dennis Boe, Interview with George Walker, (Montclair, New
Jersey: March 6, 1995)

2. Ibid.

51
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strating the sonata principle, and the second a rondo form.

Within each movement, sections are differentiated by signifi-

cant differences in tempo and energy level, dynamics, tradi-

tional and non-traditional scales, texture, range, and occa-

sional use of pre-existing musical materials.

Formal Structures

The first movement of the Sonata No. 4 contains standard

musical elements which are normally associated with works that

demonstrate the sonata principle. 3 The initial portion of the

first thematic area is stated in measures 1-6 (see Figure 14),

followed by transitional material in measures 6-11 which leads

to the second portion of the thematic area beginning with the

low G# in measure 12. Figure 15 represents a diagrammatic view

Figure 14. Sonata No. 4, first movement, meas. 1-5.
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of the expository section of this movement.

Figure 15.

1st theme

A

m. 1-6

Sonata No. 1, first mvt., diagram of exposition.

1st th. rep.
(trans) (contrst)
A& B B A B

m. 6-12 m. 12-17 m. 18-20 m. 21-25

2nd theme

C

m. 27-30

(trans)
D

m. 31-40

(trans)
B & C

m. 41

C

m. 42

(trans)
D

m. 43-53

This rising disjunct line, still considered by Walker to be a

part of the first theme (Figure 16), comes to a climax in

Figure 16. Sonata No. 4, first movement, meas. 12-15.
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measure 17 and is immediately followed by a transposed re-

statement of Theme "A" in three measures. The expansive

(trans)
B & C

m. 26

i i

I ... 7 7 7 ,. i,
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"B" theme rises once more from measure 21 and comes to an

abrupt halt at measure 25 by carrying over an F# into the

transitory connection in measure 26. The brief secondary

thematic area begins with the pickup to measure 27 and fades

twice before ending in measure 30 (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Sonata No. 4, first movement, meas. 26-28.
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After another transitional section which offers a new motivic

idea (measures 31-40) Walker returns to an almost exact dup-

lication of the transition at 26 and follows with a single

measure of the second theme. From measures 43-54, he returns

the "new" transitional material, similar in content to that of

measures 31-44.

After a complete exposition of thematic material, a

working out of these materials in the traditional development

section could customarily be expected. However in this sonata,

i
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Walker inserts completely new music, dissimilar to the the-

matic material in the exposition (see Figure 18).

Figure 18. Sonata No. 4, first movement, meas. 54-59.
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The development is really not a development of pre-
vious thematic material, but new material put into
the location of what would be the development.4

This nontypical use of a traditional form exemplifies Walker's

efforts to be creative within the confines of the sonata prin-

ciple:

To me, the great beauty of sonata form is the tre-mendous variety that it offers and the fact thatyou will never find two that are identical.. .for awhile, I was sort of under the impression that youmust make a statement of the first theme, a transi-tion, a second theme, etc., but even in Beethoven,

4. Boe; op. cit.
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you find that he'll repeat the first theme again
before he goes on into the transition...

Figure 19 illustrates a formal diagrammatic outline for this

section and the recapitulation which ends the movement.

Figure 19. Sonata No. 4, 1st mvt., diagram of meas. 54-100.

dev. section 1st theme
(new material) (trans)

E F A B

m. 54-68 m. 69-84 m. 85-90 m. 89-100

Following the material used in place of the development,

Walker returns to a disjunct transitional section, but with

a more dissonant intervallic content than earlier transitions.

At measure 85, Walker returns to the opening "A" material and

it appears like the original, only in an abridged version.

While the last sonority of "A" is allowed to ring, the compos-

er begins the "B" theme at measure 89 which continues to the

end of the movement.

The second movement of the Sonata No. 4 begins with a

slow-moving octave introduction, much in the same manner that

the initial theme is stated in the first movement. Following

this nine-measure introduction, Walker begins his explosive

rondo theme which gestures upward in sweeping phrases to

ultimately fade and end the section at measure 30 (Figure 20).

The first digression from the rondo begins at measure 31

and at first glance, appears to contain some of the elements

5. Ibid.
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Figure 20. Sonata No. 4, second movement, meas. 1-15.
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of the first movement development substitute, but Walker ada-

mantly denies any connection (compare the beginning of each

Figure 21. Sonata No. 4, first movement, meas. 54-59.
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Figure 22. Sonata No. 4, second movement, meas. 30-35.
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section shown in Figures 21 and 22 above).

Here, you have much more of a feel of a melodic idea
than you did in the development. At measure 31, I
think of it as a slow waltz and it is surprising to
continually feel the "1-2-3-da-dum" [in this section].0

He asks that this section be played "con eleganza" and "can-

tabile," both indications supporting his desired characteriza-

tion. The waltz dissolves into the rising scale patterns of

the rondo at measure 44, but change to percussive tone

clusters similar to those in the first movement found at

measures 34-36.

At measure 49, the dissonant clusters make way for a

return to the rondo theme. With some minor modifications and

limited extension, the rondo is stated in its entirety (note

the differences when comparing measures 10-22 with measures

49-63).

The second digression is introduced at measure 66 with

a light and etherial melody accompanied by a descending chro-

matic scale. Walker pointed out that this tune is a direct

transcription of the spiritual melody Sometimes I Feel Like a

Motherless Child. The complete second digression is duplicated

in Figure 23 below.

When asked if anyone had discovered the spiritual tune

in playing the work, Walker said that he had to tell everyone.

It is hidden through Walker's use of change of registers and

movement towards a more dissonant conclusion to the phrase.

6. Dennis Boe, Telephone interview with Walker, Feb., 1995.
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Figure 23. Sonata No. 4, second movement, meas. 66-77a.
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Over the course of measures 66 through 77, the complete spir-

itual melody is stated in octaves, but is passed around from

register to register. Each phrase of the tune ends with heavy

dissonant chords only to begin again with the light, etherial

sound of the next phrase.7

At measure 78, a distorted, partial version of the spir-

itual is stated, which ultimately dissolves into material of

a similar nature to the rondo theme. While it may serve the

function of the last rondo statement, Walker considers it to

be transitional, leading to the climaxing clusters of measure

87. The end of the spiritual tune returns as an ominously dark

caricature of its earlier presentation.

Finally, after a "triple forte" climax of the same tone

cluster shown in measures 45-48, Walker closes the movement

and the sonata with an almost identical return of the "A"

theme from the first movement. A formal outline of the second

movement of this sonata is provided in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Sonata No. 4, 2nd mvt., structural diagram.

introduction rondo theme 1st digression
(transition)

A B

m. 1-9 m. 10-30 m. 31-43 m. 44-48

rondo theme 2nd digression rondo coda
(extension) (repeat) (similar) (1st mvt)

A C C "A"

m. 49-63 m. 64-65 m. 66-76 m. 78-80 m. 81-90 m. 91

7. Boe; op. cit.
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When comparing these two movements to traditional formal

outlines, it is apparent the Walker is committed, as stated

above, to the concept of grounding a work within the shell of

an established formula, while using his own genius in building

a composition which demonstrates individuality and personal

conviction.

Scale and Intervallic Material

In his Sonata No. 1, Walker utilizes a quartal type of

harmonic construction to produce an "open" quality in much of

the work, most notably throughout the second movement. The

Sonata No. 4 reflects his continued interest in an open har-

monic quality, but in this, his latest sonata, Walker has

purposefully included this concept as direct contrast to other

materials.

In the first movement, the initial theme is stated pri-

marily on the pitches of F G A C D in the first three measures

and Ab Bb C D E in measures 4-5. The pentatonic quality of the

two combinations is obvious and adds to the sense of spacious-

ness (Refer to Figure 25). There is also evidence in these

Figure 25. Sonata No. 4, first movement, meas. 1-3.
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measures of melodic and harmonic quartal placement. Despite

these observations, Walker disagrees:

Several persons have found this to be true, but
there is no relationship to the pentatonic scale.
From an analytical point of view, you could make
reference to pentatonic, but the notes that don't
fit are important and change what you associate
with pentatonic. They intentionally refute the
pentatonic idea. I simply wanted to create an open
feeling using octaves, seconds and fourths.

The second movement begins with a similar vocabulary, only as

a loosely defined inversion of the first movement material. In

addition to the restatements of these materials, Walker also

includes quartal sonorities in the development section of the

first movement (meas. 54 to 68) and in the first contrasting

theme of the rondo (meas. 31-43).

The second part of the first movement's initial theme in-

corporates an entirely different focus in regard to scalar

materials. At measure 12 (refer to Figure 14), Walker begins

an upward-moving displaced scale that demonstrates an inten-

tional pattern (Figure 26):

Figure 26. Sonata No. 4, first movement, meas. 12-13.

G# A B C D D# F F# G# A B C D D# F G# etc.
H W H W H W H W H W H W H W H

While there are octave displacements, occasional diversions

from the scale and misordering of pitches, it is clear that

Walker has decided to use a scale of alternating half steps

and whole steps. When asked about his use of this scale, he

8. Ibid.
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replied:

It's been pointed out before, so perhaps there is

some truth to it. I've always been concerned about

how to write melodically and to write in such a way
that it doesn't produce an obvious result and, appar-

ently, it is something that I have just hit upon...

This scale exists in other musical contexts as well as in the

Fourth Sonata. In jazz harmony, it functions as a "diminished"

scale as explained by John Mehagen:

The diminished scale has no "natural" position in
any key. We have learned to employ the diminished
chord at any point in a key, but at no point does
it infer any tonality. An arbitrary scale is
employed for the diminished chord which utilizes
all the tones of the chord in addition to a series
of chromatic or auxiliary tones.

Using Mehagen's method, if begun on C, the scale would read:

C D Eb F Gb Ab A B ,etc. The alternating effect is the

same.

In Analytical Approaches to Twentieth-Century Music, Joel

Lester discusses the construction and usage of this particular

pitch-class set:

An eight-note collection [of pitches] that has been
popular with many composers, the octatonic scale,
features alternating whole tones and semitones. Along
with... features reminiscent of tonality, it has other
features appropriate for use in nontonal twentieth-
century music. The octatonic scale is based on a
trichord cell [0,1,3] that recurs four times to create

the entire scale. Its simple repetitious structure
permits exact transpositions or inversions of any of
its segments. Since it contains four tritones, its use
suggests emphasis on even divisions of the octave.

9. Ibid.

10. John Mehagen, Tonal and Rhythmic Principles. (New York:
AMSCO Pub. Co., 1959), 96.
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Finally, because of its modular and repeating structure,

there are only three different forms of the scale.

Therefore, in a piece based on the octatonic scale, dif-
ferent regions of transposition akin to key changes in

tonal music may be established.11

Walker, who has always been fascinated by the manipulation of

intervals, uses this octatonic scale as pitch material for his

experimentation with minor and major seconds and tritones. In

addition, the upward thrust of this seemingly unending scale

provides a sense of destabilization and when combined with the

disjunct motion and percussive qualities of Walker's textures,

produces the dissonant and unsettling effect he requires. The

composer utilizes this scale in the second movement where it

is used in the rondo theme (see circled notes in Figure 27).

Figure 27. Sonata No. 4, 2nd mvt., meas. 10.

i t empo) *60

Transitional sections in both movements often employ a

chromatic scale in the context of seconds and other dissonant

intervals (Figure 28) and, again, provide contrasts to the

spacious beginnings and endings, the quartal development and

digression, as well as the octatonic scale with its specific

shape and character.

11. Joel Lester, Analytical Approaches to Twentieth-Century
Music. (New York: W.W. Norton, 1989), 162.
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Figure 28. Sonata No. 4, second movement, meas. 52-53.
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Phrasing, Dynamics, Texture and Articulation

This topic, discussed in the analysis of Walker's first

three sonatas, is particularly relevant in any analysis of the

Sonata No. 4. All major sections and thematic areas of both

movements are defined by interval usage, discussed above, but

these additional elements assist in gaining an understanding

of the composer's intentions on the scale of the whole sonata

and inside individual phrase units.

First, the sections that engage the octave-heavy, "open"

quality are used to introduce movements or sections and to

close the second movement. Walker uses this feature in both

movements, but contrasts dynamics and articulation. In the

first movement, Walker tries to imitate bells, and requires

the performer to heavily accent each fortissimo sonority and

to allow long sustaining pedaling for multiple measures. In

the second movement, the introduction and coda begin at a

piano dynamic level and are marked "dolce" and "tranquillo."

While their formal functions and musical materials might be

similar, their ultimate characters are not.
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Conversations with Walker regarding the Sonata No. 4 in-

variably come to center on his concept of phrasing in the

work. He has said that cadences are very important, but a

composer must try to find ways of ending phrases which are

fresh and innovative. In his Sonata No. 4, Walker's solution

to articulating cadences relies on the idea of continual

expansion within a phrase. In measure 44 of the second

movement (Figure 29), Walker begins a phrase with a lower

register major second and immediately builds intensity through

an increase in dynamics, tempo and relative complexity and

dissonance. This author asked if an appropriate description of

Figure 29. Sonata No. 4, second movement, meas. 43-46.
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this process of phrasing might be called an "expansion." This

term met with Walker's approval.12 The instances and variety

of these expansions are remarkable, but some generalizations

are appropriate:

1. The expansions tend to begin with a more thinly
defined texture and become more thickly textured,
often to the point of becoming repeated tone
clusters;

2. Phrase beginnings tend to initiate with one or
two rather conjunct voices and become multi-voiced
with more disjunct motion and dissonant intervals
(see Figure 23);

3. Phrases which end major sections often are articu-
lated with heavily articulated tone clusters;

4. Consecutive expansions tend to begin as short bursts
and subsequent phrases are longer and reach greater
extremes of intensity.

In addition to this "expansion" concept discussed above,

Walker has concentrated on articulations between sections in

his later works. As previously quoted:

I found most recently that having discovered a par-
ticular chordal structure, that if I want to move
away from it, I have to sometimes rearrange notes
in order to get to the next structure. At the same
time, I'm always very conscious about the particular
tessitura that I'm in and sometimes this requires
some experimentation or rearrangement of something
that is very close to something that is more extended.
I guess that what I am saying is that I've become
obsessed with connections. I find it...fascinating to
find ways of moving from seconds to fourths to thirds
in a way that one is not disturbed by the change of
interval. In most instances, there would have to be
some unifying element in the connection... so that if
you're moving from seconds to something else, that
connection must have some seconds in it. That smooth
connection to me has always been of particular inter-
est since I started to write with dissonant intervals;

12. Boe; op. cit.
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to move in and out of intervallic relationships so
that one is not startled by the progression.

In his Sonata No. 4, Walker connects adjoining phrases by

combining contrasting elements from both phrases. One connec-

tion occurs in the first movement at measures 6-12. Here,

Walker is connecting together the sustained and spacious open-

ing theme with the second part of the theme which utilizes the

rising octatonic scale (measure 12 and on). At the point of

connection, Walker sustains sonorities in either hand while

providing two partial statements of the rising disjunct line

(see Figure 30).

Figure 30. Sonata No. 4, first movement, meas. 1-12.
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Figure 30, continued.
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Cyclical Treatment of Musical Elements

Nearly every compositional element of Walker's Fourth

Sonata is treated in a cyclic manner within the body of the

work. It is beneficial to review these cyclical characteris-

tics as a summary to the analysis of this piano composition.

1. The "open" and sustained initial theme (measures
1-6) returns with a repetition of the first theme
at another pitch level (meas. 18), in an inversion
at the beginning of the second movement and in its
original form at the end of the sonata. This in-
tentionally closes the form of the second movement
and the sonata as a unit;
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2. These same sections are treated as fortissimo
bells in the first movement and quietly in the
finale, yet are tied in another way. All are ex-
pected to be performed at slow, stately tempi
with metronome markings of 40-56 for the quarter.
The other tempo markings reflect faster speeds
with corresponding smaller note values.

3. Major thematic sections throughout the sonata are
composed of the cyclical return of octatonic or
chromatic scale passages placed in a context of
ever expanding textures, dynamics, disjunctive
motion and dissonance.

4. Walker points out his continual motivic reference
to the ascending minor third (meas. 26, 31, 41,
45, 46, etc. of the first movement) which later
become a primary interval of the spiritual tune
in the second digression of the second movement.

5. Endings of major sections in both movements employ
the same tone cluster which may be repeated many
times or gradually "fill in" with additional notes
to become a massive block of sound.

Walker carefully scrutinizes his work, searching for a

way to improve relationships between notes, phrases, timbres

and characterizations. Sonata No. 4 is, indeed, a testimony

to his concern over the compositional process; to his dedica-

tion to craftsmanship.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the four piano sonatas of George Walker offer

great insight into the compositional methodology he absorbed

from great teachers like Rosario Scalero and Nadia Boulapger.

After studying in great detail the intricate surface elements

and structural underpinnings found in the compositions of his

predecessors, Walker developed a compositional style which

never allowed him to approach a new composition without a keen

awareness of what he was trying to say.

The four sonatas were composed over a span of thirty-one

years and reflect specific interests of the composer at that

particular time in his life. Music critics have attempted to

align specific works of Walker's into the camps of Copland,

Stravinsky, Barber and others, but he feels that he has never

set out to compose a work that would duplicate the style of

another famous composer.

I listen to a lot of music. I have come to the con-
clusion that it's seldom that I encounter an entire
piece that is totally convincing, but there may be
aspects of that particular piece [that are]. So,
something may strike me from a work of a composer
who isn't even known anywhere. That's the only way
I sort of dissect things. I find something that
seems to be particularly striking. I pick something
that is innovative or I haven't used before.

1. Dennis Boe, Interview with George Walker, (Montclair, New
Jersey: March 6, 1995).

72
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Perhaps this is the reason for the eclectic quality of

Walker's four sonatas. Each incorporates individual traits

which begin as impressions in Walker's mind at that particu-

lar time and translate into a musical language that ultimately

belongs to George Walker. There are, however, characteristics

which show great consistency in Walker's style throughout the

works.

1. Walker is motivated to maintain control of the
compositional forces by utilizing traditional
formal structures;

2. He has demonstrated a great interest in the use
and contrast involved with the projection of
selected intervals;

3. The successful use and balance of conjunct and
disjunct motion is critical to maintaining
the listener's interest;

4. Walker has often expressed his concern for the
smallest details of his work. The vagueness of
aleatory music does not attract him. He wishes
to have complete control over the compositional
process.

When describing elements of his compositional style that

have experienced change, Walker is not comfortable with terms

such as "maturation" or "evolution":

I think of my output not so much "maturing" as much
as trying to use different materials or similar ma-
terials in different ways. I don't think in terms
of myself having become much more profound. 2

It is beneficial, however, to summarize Walker's stylistic

changes as an instrument for a more effective analysis of his

total compositional output for the piano. The following ele-

2. Ibid.
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ments have been discussed in earlier chapters:

1. Walker gradually moved away from the use of tradi-
tional tonal and tertian harmony, first with an ex-
panded diatonicism and later to complete atonality;

2. His abandonment of time signatures represents his
interest in the avoidance of continuous rhythmic
patterns and an attempt to create, at times, a
sense of pulselessness;

3. While Walker has maintained the importance of inter-
val projection throughout his career, his interval
selection has changed from tertian and quartal types
to a focused use of major and minor seconds in highly
chromatic scales and dissonant tone clusters (although
he still utilizes the "open" quality of fourths to
contrast with his use of more tightly woven interval
arrangements;

4. Walker has demonstrated a remarkable change in his
philosophical view of phrase construction. While in
the Sonata No. 1 he presents relatively regular
phrase and traditional cadence construction, the
phrase construction in the Sonata No. 3 and Sonata
No. 4 illustrates his concept of "phrase expansion."

The sonatas, each profound in style and character, will surely

be considered models in the study of contemporary literature.
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Appendix A

Chronological Listing of Compositions by George Walker

Caprice Piano Solo
General Music 1975 (with Prelude)

Response Med. Voice & Piano
General Music 1971
Text: Paul Lawrence Dunbar
Premiere: 1971 Bennington College

Antonia Lavanne, soprano
George Walker, piano

1940

1940

Prelude and Caprice Piano Solo 1945 & 1940
General Music 1975
Dedicated to Frances Walker
Premiere: Town Hall Debut, New York (Prelude only)

George Walker, piano
Recording: George Walker, piano

Orion 83461, 1988

Toccatina Piano Solo
Not published
Premiere: 1945 Town Hall debut, New York

George Walker, piano

1945

Touchpiece
Not published
Premiere:

Piano Solo 1945

1947 Town Hall, New York
George Walker, piano

Lyric for Strings String Orchestra 1946 (Revised 1975)
Prev. Title: Lament for Orchestra

(slow mvt. of String Quarter No. 1)
General Music 1975
Premiere: 1947 National Gallery Symphony

Richard Bales, conductor
Recording: London Symphony Orchestra

Paul Freeman, conductor
Columbia Black Composer Series
Vol. 7, 1975

3d
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String Quartet Version
Flissler, Walker, Glazer, Coleman
Orion 83461, 1988

String Quartet No. 1 String Quartet 1947
MMB Music, Inc. 1990
Premiere: 1946 Curtis Institute

1947 Ethical Cultural Auditorium, Philadelphia
Goldstein, Harbart, Tuttle, Wallace

1948 Julliard School of Music
Rosen, Harbart, Tuttle, Martin

Went to Heaven High Voice & Piano
General Music 1971
Text: Emily Dickinson
Premiere: 1958 Paris

Sylvia McDonald, soprano
Boyd McDonald, piano

So We'll Go No More A-Roving Med. Voice & Piano
General Music 1971
Text: Lord Byron
Premiere: 1968 Bennington College

Antonia Lavanne, soprano
George Walker, piano

With Rue My Heart is Laden Low Voice & Piano
General Music 1972
Text: A. E. Housman
Premiere: 1968 Bennington College

Antonia Lavanne, soprano
George Walker, piano

1953

1953

1953

Stars
Associated
Text:
Premiere:

Chorus (SATB) a cappella
Music 1968
Susan Keeney
1969 University of Colorado, Boulder
Univ. of Colorado Chamber Singers

O Praise the Lord Chorus (SATB) with organ
General Music 1975
Text: Psalm 117
Premiere: 1975 Riverside Church, New York

Frederick Swann, conductor

1953

1953



The BereavedMaid Med. Voice & Piano
General Music 1971
Text: Anonymous
Premiere: 1958 Paris

Sylvia McDonald, soprano
Boyd McDonald, piano

Sonata No. 1 for Piano Piano Solo
General Music 1972
Premiere: 1960 National Gallery of Art, Wash. D.C.

George Walker, piano
Recording: Natalie Hinderas, piano

CRI 2-629
Reissued: Desto 7102/3, 1972
Reissued: Serenus MD 1390

Recording:

Reissued:

George Walker, piano
Serenus SRS12077
Albany TROY 117

Variations of a Kentucky Folk Song Piano Solo 1953
Second Movment of Sonata #1 - never published separately
Premiere: George Walker, piano
Recording: George Walker, piano

Orion 83461

Walter Hautzig, piano
Musical Heritage Society 1979

Sweet, Let Me Go High Voice & Piano
General Music 1971
Text: Anonymous
Premiere: 1969 Univ. of Colorado, Boulder

Marian Paton, soprano

1954

Sonata No. 2 for Piano Piano Solo 1957
Galaxy Music Corp. 1966
Premiere: 1958 Eastman School of Music, Rochester N.Y.

George Walker, piano
Recording: George Walker, piano

CRI S-270, 1971
Reissue: Albany TROY 154

Sonata for Two Pianos Piano Duo
General Music 1981
Award: Harvey Gaul Prize

1957

78

1953

1953
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Concerto for Trombone & Orchestra 1957
General Music 1957 (MMB 1978)
Premiere: 1957 Rochester Philharmonic

Porter Poindexter, trombone
Howard Hanson, conductor

Recording: London Symphony Orchestra
Denis Wick, trombone
Paul Freeman, conductor
Columbia Black Composer Series
Vol. 3, 1974

Malmo Symphony Orchestra
Christian Lindberg, trombone
James DePreist, conductor
BIS-CD 628

Arrangement for Wind Ensemble 1995 by Carl Simpson
Premiere: 1995 United States Army Trombone Workshop

Sonata for Cello & Piano 1957
General Music 1972
Premiere: 1965 American Cello Society

Paul Olefsky, cello
Recording: Italo Babini, cello

George Walker, piano
Serenus 12081

Reissue: Albany TROY 154

Sonata for Violin & Piano 1958
Associated Music 1970
Dedicated to Rosa Walker
Premiere: 1964 Hartt College of Music

Bernard Lurie, violin
Herbert Chatsky, piano

Three Lyrics for Chorus Chorus (SATB) with piano 1958
1. The Bereaved Maid

Text: Anonymous
2. Take, 0 Take Those Lips Away

Text: Shakespeare
3. 0 Western Wind

Text: Anonymous
General Music 1971
Premiere: University of Colorado, Boulder

University of Colorado Chamber Singers

Address for Orchestra 1959 (Rev. 1991)
Music Corp. of America 1970



Premiere:

Recording:

1968 Lincoln Center
Symphony of the New World
Ben Steinberg, conductor
Oakland Youth Symphony (Passacaglia only)
Robert Hughes, conductor
Desto 7107

O Lord God of Hosts
General Music 1975
Text: Psalm 84

Spatials
Associated
Premiere:

Recording:

Chorus (SATB with organ

Piano Solo (Theme & Var.)
Music 1972
1965 National Gallery of Art
George Walker, piano
George Walker, piano
Orion 83461

Three Pieces
MMB Music,
Recording:

George Walker, piano
CRI S-270 1971

for Organ Organ solo
Inc. 1985
Mickey Thomas Terry
Albany TROY 136

Gloria In Memoriam Chorus (SSA) with organ
New Valley Music Press 1963
Premiere: Smith College Choir

Charles Fassett, conductor

Sing Unto the Lord Chorus (SATB) a cappella
General Music 1975
Text: Psalm 96
Premiere: 1976 Morgan State College Choir

Nathan Carter, conductor

Give Thanks Unto the Lord Chorus (SSA) with organ
General Music 1975
Text: Psalm 105
Premiere: 1976 Morgan State College Choir

Nathan Carter, conductor

Psalm 148 Chorus (SATB) with organ
General Music 1975
Text: Psalm 148
Premiere: 1971 Montclair State College Choir

80

1960

1961

1961

1963

1963

1963

1963
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Perimeters for Clarinet & Piano 1966
General Music 1972
Commission: Leroy Johnston
Premiere: 1966 Julliard School of Music

Leroy Johnston, clarinet
Frances Walker, piano

String Quartet No. 2 1967 (rev. 68)
MMB Music, Inc. 1992 (Revised)
Award: Rhea Soslund Chamber Music Comp. (hon. mention)
Premiere: 1968 Town Hall, New York

Paul Olefsky, et. al.

Antiphonys for Chamber Orchestra 1968
General Music 1978
Premiere: Bennington College Chamber Orchestra

Efraim Guigi, conductor
Recording: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra

Paul Freeman, conductor
Serenus 12081

Reissue: Mastersound DFCD1-015
Reissue: Albany TROY 136

Antiphonys for String Orchestra 1968
Transcription of previous work listed
Premiere: 1968 New England Chamber Festival Orchestra

Paul Olefsky, conductor

Symphony for Orchestra 1969
Withdrawn from publication (2nd movement in Serenata)
Premiere: 1969 University of Colorado, Boulder

University of Colorado Symphony
Abraham Chavez, conductor

Music for 3 Violin, Cello and Piano 1970
General Music 1972
MMB Music, Inc. 1995 (Complete revision)
Commission: University of Maryland Trio
Premiere: 1970 National Gallery of Art

University of Maryland Trio

Lament Med. Voice and Piano 1971
General Music 1975
Text: Countee Cullen
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With This Small Key Chorus (SATB) a cappella 1971
General Music 1975
MMB Music, Inc. 1995 (Revised)
Text: Sister Maria Therese

A Red, Red Rose Med. Voice and Piano 1971
General Music 1975
Text: Robert Burns
Recording: University of Michigan

CRI S-488

Variations for Orchestra 1971
General Music 1972
Premiere: 1974 Baltimore Symphony

Paul Freeman, conductor
Recording: New Philharmonia Orchestra

Paul Freeman, conductor
Mastersound DFCD1-015

Reissue: Serenus 12077

Reissue: Albany TROY 136

Spektra Piano Solo 1971
General Music 1972
Premiere: New York

George Walker, piano
Recording: George Walker, piano

CRI S-270 1971

Five Fancys for Clarinet and Piano 4 Hands (Theme & Var.) 1974
General Music 1978
Commission: The David Ensemble
Premiere: 1975 Alice Tully Hall

The David Ensemble
Recording: Carmela Gallante, clarinet

Ted Baker & Frank Carliss, piano
Orion 83461

Spirituals for Orchestra (Intro. & 4 spiritual themes) 1974
Spirituals: Ain't Gonna Study War No More

And He Never Said a Mumblin' Word
My Lord, What a Morning
Oh Peter, Go Ring Dem Bells

Premiere: 1974 Houston Symphony Orchestra
Paul Freeman, Conductor
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Three Spirituals for Voice and Piano 1975
Spirituals: Ev'ry Time I Feel de Spirit (arr. 1947)

I Got a Letter From Jesus (arr. 1954
Mary Wore Three Links of Chain (arr. 1954)

General Music 1975
MMB Music 1991 (Revised and published as Folksongs)
Premiere: 1954 Dillard University

Ms. Fisher, soprano

Hey Nonny No
General Music 1975
Text: Anonymous

Med. Voice and Piano 1975

Sonata No. 3 for Piano Piano Solo 1975 (Revised 1994)
General Music 1976
Commission: Wash. Society for the Perf. Arts & Leon Bates
Premiere: 1976 Kennedy Center

Leon Bates, piano
Recording: Leon Bates, piano

Orion 76237

Piano Concerto Piano and Orchestra
General Music 1974
Commission: National Endowment for the Arts and

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
Premiere: 1975 Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra

Natalie Hinderas, piano
Paul Freeman, conductor

Recording: Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Natalie Hinderas, piano
Paul Freeman, conductor
Columbia Black Composer Series
Vol. 9, M34556

Music for Brass (Sacred and Profane) Brass Quintet
I. Invocation
II. Dance
III. Chorale: Jesus, wir sind hier
IV. Dance
General Music 1979
Commission: Hans Kindler Foundation
Premiere: 1976 New York Brass Quintet
Recording: American Brass Quintet

Kupferman, Hayami, Walker, et. al.
Serenus 12077

Reissue: Albany TROY 154

1975

1975
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Dialogus for Cello and Orchestra 1975
General Music 1976
Commission: Cleveland Orchestra
Premiere: 1976 Cleveland Orchestra

Stephen Gaber, cello
Lorin Maisel, conductor

Mass Orchestra, chorus (SATB) and four soloists 1977
General Music 1978
Commission: National Endowment for the Arts
Premiere: 1977 Baltimore Symphony

Morgan State University Choir

Bauble Piano Solo 1979
General Music 1981
MMB Music, Inc. 1995
Commission: University of Maryland Piano Competition
Premiere: 1979 Univ. of Maryland Piano Competition

Sonata No. 2 for Violin and Piano 1979
General Music 1979
MMB Music, Inc. 1995 (Revision)
Commission: The Kennedy Center
Premiere: 1977 Kennedy Center

Sanford Allen, violin

Recording: Gino Raffaeli, violin
Lois Rova, piano
Orion 83461

Overture In Praise of Folly Orchestra 1981
MMB Music, Inc. 1981
Premiere: 1981 New York Philharmonic, Carnegie Hall

Zubin Mehta, conductor

Cantata Sop. & ten. solos, SATB/boy's choir, ch. orch. 1982
MMB Music, Inc. 1986
Commission: Boy's Choir of Harlem
Premiere: 1982 Boy's Choir of Harlem

Walter J. Turnbull, conductor

Recording: Boy's Choir of Harlem & Orch. of St. Luke's
Joyce Mathis, soprano
Walter J. Turnbull, tenor
Warren Wilson, conductor
CDTC 1501
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Concerto for Cello and orchestra 1982
MMB Music, Inc. 1987
Commission: New York Philharmonic

Music for Two Pianos Piano duo 1985
MMB Music, Inc. 1985
Commission: Purdue University
Premiere: 1985 Purdue University

Delphius and Romaine, pianos

Serenata for Chamber Orchestra 1983
MMB Music, Inc. 1983
Commission: Michigan Chamber Orchestra
Premiere: 1983 Michigan Chamber Orchestra

Massey, Conductor

An Eastman Overture Orchestra 1983
MMB Music, Inc. 1983
Commission: Eastman School of Music
Premiere: 1983 Kennedy Center
Recording: Mercury Golden Imports

Piano Sonata No. 4 Piano solo 1984

MMB Music, Inc. 1985
Dedication: Roberta Pew-Brandy
Commission: Frederick Moyer and the Astral Foundation
Premiere: 1984 Merkin Hall, New York
Recording: Frederick Moyer, piano

GM 2016CD

Sinfonia No. 1 Orchestra 1984
MMB Music, Inc. 1985
Commission: Fromm Foundation
Premiere: 1984 Tanglewood Festival

Gunther Schuller, conductor

Guido's Hand Piano solo 1986
MMB Music, Inc. 1987
Dedication: Frances Walker Slocum
Commission: Affiliate Artists Inc.
Premiere: 1987 Weill Recital Hall, New York

Christopher O'Riley, piano

Poem Mezzo-soprano and chamber ens. 1987
MMB Music, Inc. 1987
Text: T.S. Eliot (The Hollow Men)
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Commission:
Premiere:
Recording:

Reissue:

Poeme
MMB Music,
Commission:
Premiere:

Premiere:

Viola Sonata
MMB Music,
Premiere:

Folksongs
MMB Music,

Capital Chamber Artists
1987 Capital Chamber Artists
Capital Chamber Artists
Janet Stasio, mezzo-soprano
Centaur CRC 2071
Albany TROY 154

Violin and orchestra 1989 (Rev. 1991)
Inc. 1991 (Orig. titled Violin Concerto 1984)
Philharmonia Virtuosi
1984 Violin Concerto
Philharmonia Virtuosi
Eugene Fodor, violin
Richard Kapp, conductor
1992 Poeme
St. Paul Chamber Orchestra
Cho-Liang Lin, violin
Hugh Wolff, conductor

Viola and piano 1989
Inc. 1987

1989 Weill Recital Hall, New York
Paul Neubauer, viola
Margo Garrett, piano

Orchestra 1990
Inc. 1991 (Revised version of Spirituals
for Orchestra)

Sinfonia No. 2 Orchestra
MMB Music, Inc. 1990
Commission: Koussevitzky Foundation
Premiere: 1993 Detroit Symphony

Neeme Jarvi, conductor

Three Songs High voice and piano
I. In Time of Silver Rain

Text: Langston Hughes
II. I Never Saw a Moor

Text: Emily Dickenson
III. Mother Goose

Text: Irene Sekula
MMB Music, Inc. 1992

Orpheus for Chamber Orchestra
MMB Music, Inc. 1994
Commission: Cleveland Chamber Orchestra
Premiere: 1995 Cleveland Chamber Orchestra

Edwin London, conductor

1990

1992

1994

I
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Nine Songs Voice and piano (Rev) 1994
MMB Music, Inc. 1994
Includes revised versions of:

Response
So We'll Go No More A-Roving
Hey Nonny No
The Bereaved Maid
I Went To Heaven
Sweet, Let Me Go
With Rue My Heart Is Laden
Lament

First edition:
Leaving

Text: George Walker
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APPENDIX B

Interview with George Walker March 6, 1995
Montclair, New Jersey

Q. Mamie Henry and Lillian Allen were your early piano
teachers. How long did you study with Ms. Allen?

A. I studied with her from my last year of junior high
school through high school so it was three or four years.
[Throughout the period at Dunbar High School in Washing-
ton D.C.]

Q. David Moyer, longtime Professor of Piano at Oberlin, was
your primary piano instructor from 1937-41. Did you have
lessons or masterclasses with any other pianists while in
your Bachelor's program?

A. No, we never had masterclasses at Oberlin at that time.

Q. How did you come to know Moyer's grandson, Frederick
Moyer, and what led to the recording of your Sonata No.
4?

A. I don't remember exactly how it started. It may have been
his agent, Fred's mother, who called me and spoke about
wanting to have me write [Sonata No. 4] and she was confi-
dent she could get support from the Astral Foundation. I
don't know if he had performed or previously received a
grant from that foundation but there is a connection.
Fred's father at that time was with the Boston Symphony in
a management position.

Q. Is Frederick Moyer a member of a collegiate piano faculty?
A. Fred taught very briefly. I can't remember where he

taught; I think it may have been somewhere in Wisconsin,
disliked it enormously and vowed he would never go back to
teaching.

Q. So he concertizes?
A. Yes, a lot.

Q. How long did you study with Rudolph Serkin at Curtis?
A. I studied for four years. It was from 1941-45.

Q. What was he like as a teacher?
A. I am constantly re-evaluating or trying to verbalize what

the man was like. I'm sure that most persons can under-
stand the great significance of being a teenager studying
with him. It was such a status kind of significance
because of course at Curtis the faculty member chooses you
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and he was, by far, the most prominent figure teaching at
Curtis at that time actively involved in playing. At the
time I went there, Menotti and others were extremely im-
portant to the whole idea of what Curtis had produced.
I don't know what the lessons that others had with him
were like. At the time there were probably only six of us
and he really only taught on a regular basis three of
us; he never taught more than three who would come in any
week for those first two or three years. I would always
get a lesson, Eugene Istomin would always get a lesson
and, most of the time, Seymour Lipkin would get a lesson.
Istomin and I always had a lesson and I always described
my lesson as a kind of a concert in the sense that after
just an introductory "Hello, how are you?" he would sit
down probably about ten feet from you and you played. I
was always proud of the fact that I played everything from
memory and after I played the entire piece, he would make
some comments, which for my first year always seemed to
center around playing "louder." He did, initially, concen-
trate on legato which I don't think he ever really
explained. He never explained anything, he just said
louder or legato but he never sat with the music and he
never knew what you were going to play. After you began
studying with him, he would give you a list of things to
work on during the summer, but even then, he didn't have
any idea of what you were going to play when you came in
for a lesson. It was clear that he knew the literature
well enough. For me, he never demonstrated anything. My
sister studied with him for a year and did say that he
tried to get her to produce a more singing quality of
sound and he would demonstrate [for her]. But he never
demonstrated anything for me; I never learned anything
technically from him. Ted Lettvin came to Curtis after I
had been there a year. We were at the University of Mich-
igan about six or seven years ago and I asked, "Ted, did
Serkin ever tell you anything? "No," he replied, "you had
to figure it out yourself." I only asked him once for
fingering. I played the etude in thirds perfectly; he
didn't have anything to say about it and then I got up the
courage to ask what fingering to use at the beginning. Hewas, generally, very emphatic and you never really felt inany way confident about asking him anything. To me, it was
just the idea of proving that I had complete control of
the piece. Only on two occasions, one was the Schubert AbImpromptu and the other a Moment Musical, did he ever have
anything to say about tempo. From the very first lesson,
he spoke about playing in the right tempo but I never hadthe kind of detailed coaching that one would, perhaps,
think would be forthcoming from someone. It was always an
extremely formal arrangement; once we did have a nice
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little party at Jorge Bolet's house and he sort of let
his hair down. He was a strange character.

Q. I imagine lessons with Moyer were completely different.
A. Yes, well, when I went to Oberlin, I didn't know what was

expected of me. [Before that], I really only practiced no
more than a half an hour a day. All of a sudden I was
paying for four hours of practice; initially, just to sit
down for four hours on those hard chairs was excruciating.
Oberlin, certainly before Indiana, had the best equipped
conservatory. There were pianos on every floor with no
type of soundproofing at all. You walked down the hall and
this welter of sound! (Laughter) Getting used to that was
just [impossible]. The lessons had to end virtually on
time because of huge schedules; two half-hour lessons each
week within a very heavy teaching load. But I always feel
very grateful for that first year when he was just so in-
sistent that my Two-Part Inventions were well done. Each
one had to be well done before I went on to the next one.
I had never played the Two-Part Inventions before. And
then of course in those days, you had a four-year outline
of what you were expected to do; categories of pieces:
the Two-Part to Three-Part Inventions to the Well-Tempered
Clavier to the Partitas. This was all in writing in the
catalog so the first year was, perhaps, the most important
year of my development up until that point. After that, I
was left pretty much on my own.

Q. Was your period at Oberlin the time of your greatest tech-
nical development?

A. I think I developed my technique as a result of the reali-
zation that I was not very satisfied with my progress and
that nobody was going to tell me how to do something. Ihad to figure it out; I had to set my own standards. There
was no doubt that there were many pianists who were much
more advanced than I was that went to Oberlin. They were
more familiar with the literature and they would do a lot
more concerts.

Q. Despite this, do you feel you had a better exposure to
music than many? After all, you were raised in a musical
environment where family and friends appreciated the arts.

A. Well, it's true, but I can remember when we first got our
console which had a phonograph in it. Before that, we just
had a small table radio. We never really listened to music
at home; I would play hymns and sight-read things. Mother
would go downtown to buy music for me. We would occasion-
ally go to the concerts at Howard University but my expo-
sure to music was really through playing through things.
My mother loved music; as did my father, but [music] was,
by no means, something that I had intended to become in-
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volved in until I considered to go to college. I had
always wanted to go away to college but didn't know if I
wanted to major in music or not.

Q. I understand that you were quite an accomplished tennis
player. Had you considered a professional tennis career?

A. Tennis has undergone enormous development. In those days,
there were no such things as tennis scholarships. There
may have been a few places that had programs. I remember
Kenyon College had such a program and produced a national
collegiate champion. I actually saw him play before he
became a U.S. champion; we played them. I decided to give
up tennis - I was never on a professional team. I thought
it really was interfering with my grades my second year
but it was shortly after that I won the playground cham-
pionship in Washington. But by today's standards, if you
go to any of these clubs, you see these twelve year olds
whacking the ball harder than I would imagine anybody
doing at seventeen or eighteen and getting instruction. In
high school, we had a cadet corps that was drilling twice
a week; music was very peripheral until I decided that I
would be going away to college and had the opportunity to
play my first public recital when I was fourteen.

Q. How did you happen to choose Oberlin?
A. I had been assured that I could get a four-year scholar-

ship to Howard University but I didn't want to go there.
First of all, I had always wanted to go away to college.
I read great books about going away to college so I wanted
to go away. I guess if it hadn't been music, I probably
wouldn't even have applied [to Oberlin]. The only cata-
logues I ever had were from Harvard and Oberlin and I knew
that Harvard didn't offer any instrumental music program.
My teacher, Mrs. Allen, had spoken about Oberlin. So itwas actually the perfect school because it offered college
life, campus life and the Conservatory. I really would not
have wanted to go to just a conservatory.

Q. When you attended Curtis, you studied with a number of im-
portant composers. How did those professors influence your
developing compositional style and what existing works ofyours might be directly related to their assignments or
instruction?

A. Scalero, who taught composition, offered what was essen-
tially a three-year program. It was really just an incred-
ibly intensive theory course covering most of the theory
that I had at Oberlin because I had four years of theory
there (through fugue and counterpoint). But with Scalero,
everybody started the same way with counterpoint - pointagainst point, note against note and after two years or so
you did harmony. Then you did chorale preludes, motets,
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fugue, double fugue; your graduation piece was a sonata.
That was the sequence for everybody so that by the time
you had worked through the counterpoint, harmony and the
preludes, you were following models. You were looking at
chorale preludes, motets, fugues, etc., as models and
when you started on your sonata, you were supposed to be
following a model. Since Scalero already thought that
music ended with Sibelius, we really were not allowed to
even think about doing anything significantly original.
After leaving Scalero, I realized if I hadn't before (and
I didn't chafe at the bit), that I, and Ned Rorem among
others, had to go through all this before I could do what
I really wanted. It didn't bother me because I was really
primarily interested in being a concert pianist. Maybe
when I would be old and gray I would find time to do some
composition but I really had the experience of what I con-
sidered the technique of writing, which I still believe is
very important. I loved every exercise, but the realiza-
tion would certainly dawn on anyone that if you really
felt that you ought to have something individual to say,
you've got to start to think about composers after Brahms
and Sibelius.

Q. Roosevelt Newson mentions in his biography of your early
career that you developed many life-long friendships while
at Curtis such as Mary Curtis Bok.

A. Mary Curtis Bok was the founder and director [of Curtis]
and she helped me with my Town Hall Debut and subsequently
even gave me a piano. She was an extraordinary person, not
only in the sense that she was able to create the Curtis
Institute, but she would come every week and serve tea on
Wednesdays, which they still have, and chat with students.
She married violinist Efrem Zimbalist a couple of years
after I had been there. Zimbalist had become the director
at Curtis in 1941, succeeding Randall Thompson. There hadbeen a falling out because he apparently wanted to make
the school much more traditional in its offerings and re-
quirements for the students. Zimbalist came in, probably
during my first year.

At Curtis, I met Walter Hautzig; my first year was his
last year because his piano teacher, Mieczyslaw Munz left.
Jacob Lateiner studied with Vengerova. Seymour Lipkin hadalready been there studying with another pianist, laterre-auditioned and was accepted by Serkin. Once a teacherleft Curtis, you were out. The teacher has to select you
in order for you to study there.

Q. Do you still communicate with these classmates?
A. Very seldom. I get cards from Seymour Lipkin when he is

playing somewhere. Hautzig is my closest friend. In fact,
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I have an invitation to see him on the 19th of March. His
wife is an award--winning potato cake maker (laughter) and
is a writer. She always has an apartment full of publish-
ing people (laughter); I'm the only person not involved in
publishing there besides Hautzig himself. The others, I
see very infrequently. Lateiner, I see when we're on the
same juries somewhere and we make plans to see each other.
I was invited (I couldn't make it) with Gary Graffman, who
studied with Vengerova but was living in New York, and had
plans last Fall for Jacob, Gary, Seymour and I to meet in
New York.

Jacob became obsessed with autographs about twenty years
ago but someone inferred he was quite demanding [in the
teaching studio or masterclass setting]. As a matter of
fact, I did get this from William Safire, the columnist
whom I met about fifteen years ago. Starker played my
Cello Sonata at the Museum of Modern Art and I was invited
to a dinner party afterwards. Low and behold, Safire was
there, I sat next to him and he mentioned that his
daughter was studying with Lateiner.

One of the problems with Curtis, especially with some ofthe piano faculty, was that they really didn't know how toteach. I can say this now. Serkin had the idea that youwere responsible for the music and the music was absolute-
ly the total focus, which I had already accepted years agobefore I even began at Curtis. But I would never teach
without having the music and I would not ever allow myselfto think only in terms of certain isolated things that
could be reinforced. I mean, I broke thirteen strings myfirst year there and I came and told that to Serkin. After[I played] he said, "Play louder, louder!" [Our problems]didn't mean a thing to him! He never said, "Well, how areyou producing this sound? What's causing this? I want moresound but let me show you how to do it!" or anything likethat. And I think the worst part about Serkin was that heexpected so much of you and if you didn't arrive at thatplane, instead of trying to help you to arrive at thatlevel, he would, somehow, mentally just dismiss you orsort of write you off. He did that with my sister. She wasonly studying with him for a year and, of course, this isdevastating for a young person. He asked me to help ayoung student who was only about twelve or thirteen and togive him a lesson before he played for Serkin. He just cutthe student off. The kid had a nervous breakdown. Thesethings happen over the summer. [You] receive a letterstating, "You are not coming back!" or, "We do not wantyou to come back!" It happened with my sister who receivedthis letter that said, "We regret to say that we will notbe able to allow you to come back." I was standing in the
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room when my sister got this letter; my father was so fu-
rious.. .it was a letter they all remembered from Curtis.
Really, there was something about this aspect of the man.
There was an article about Peter Serkin in the New York
Times about fifteen years ago regarding how difficult it
was to come to dinner after having a lesson with his
father. (Laughter) And there was this element of dismissal
if things didn't happen right away. I knew from the very
first lesson that I was expected to do things right away
and I could do it, but what about the students who could
not do it? Right away! You make the correction.

Q. How did your sister handle the situation?
A. I was in Philadelphia the year that she was there; I had

elected to stay on and I continued to have composition
lessons with Scalero. But I didn't any have lessons with
Serkin. At the end of that year I did play for Horszowski.
I would go over to where she was staying and she would
play for me. She would say, " Well, [Serkin] doesn't tell
me anything." And then, all of a sudden, she gets this
letter. What are you supposed to think if a person doesn't
tell you anything? With Vengerova, she had this reputation
for always screaming at her students. At least they knew
and she never got rid of any of them! I never heard of any
student whom she refused to see.

Q. Did you say that your final composition assignment was to
compose a sonata?

A. Yes, it was a sonata for violin and piano. That sonata was
actually the first for violin and piano, but what's nowcalled the first is actually the second. I just decided to
remove it from my catalog. It was very well done; I got
nice reviews and had some performances in Philadelphia,
but it was, I felt, a little bit Brahmsian - a little bit.

Q. Too tonal?
A. It was tonal, yes. It was just a very solid piece. The 2nd

movement was not Brahmsian, however, but I could not jus-tify the rest of it. It was very lyrical and quite a well-
written piece. I've always had the feeling that I only
wanted to be represented by what I thought was my most in-teresting, best works and not having people looking over[my work] and say, "Well this is where he started." Idon't think you can, with a piece like, for example,
caprice. It still surprises me because that was actuallythe very first piece I ever wrote for piano. But you wouldnever know it. I wanted to do something original. I hadheard a recording of a piece called Danse; my original
title was Danse Exotique. I decided that I wanted to writea virtuoso piece and that's what happened. And then thePrelude came later; people assume the Prelude was an ear-
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tier piece. (Laughter)

Q. It is known that during your first European tour, you had

studied with Casadesus. How long did you work with him?

A. I went to study at Fontainebleau in 1947 to study piano
with Casadesus. Serkin would always sit in an arm chair

maybe ten feet from me, but Casadesus would sit right up
at the piano, playing along with his left hand. And then

he had an assistant who, without even having heard you
play, would assign everybody the same types of exercises -
French exercises, that went on; each one was about four

pages long. I made my debut at twenty-five and didn't need
that. (Laughter) I had the opportunity of going to Prague
and so after two weeks I asked if I could get my money
back because I was going to Prague. I went to Prague and
I had previously met a singer at the airport; his name was
Edric Connor. I saw this mountain of luggage and he was a
very impressive looking fellow. We came together and

started to talk and he told me that he was a singer from
Trinidad he was going to Prague. When he found out I was
a pianist, he said, "You've got to come along and play for
me!" And so I left and went to Prague. We met and were
supposed to have a tour arranged in Czechoslovakia. We did
a couple of concerts for a radio station and then, all of
a sudden, he told me that there had been a paper strike
and no one will be able to print up any programs and
things were looking bad. This was before the Russians were
going to move in again. So, we decided (Laughter) there

was no point in staying there; I wrote to Fontainebleau,
"Please take me back!" (Laughter) They did. I went back
and played in the final student concert.

Q. What literature did you study with Casadesus?
A. The ideal was, of course, I'm sure you understand that in

similar situations, you go with things you already knew.

I had become very much addicted to Mozart and I played the
Sonata in A major. Because I was going to Prague, I had
some Czech pieces to play for him.

Q. Any Debussy or Ravel?

A. Yes, I played Ondine and others.

Q. Did you meet Madame Boulanger while you were there?

A. Yes, she was there. In 1947, all of the students would
attend her lectures, but I didn't have private lessons

with her until my Fulbright. When I returned to Paris, all
of the Fulbrights were invited to a meeting with the

head of the Fulbright Commission in Paris and were told
that if we didn't want to study at the Ecole Normale or

Conservatory, we could study privately with someone. I

had really been agonizing whether to sit there again with
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the highest level of the French piano teachers and repeat
the experience I'd had with Casadesus. So, on the spur
of the moment, I decided to study composition with Boulan-
ger.

Q. While you were there, did she continue her tradition of
Wednesday tea performances?

A. Yes, the Wednesday class was "paid" for anybody who paid
a modest sum and would show up on Wednesday; it wasn't tea
though. (Laughter) Boulanger never gave away anything. My
lesson always occurred at her lunch hour, around 12:30 to
1:00. She had this couple with a son as housekeepers and
the male servant would bring in her lunch on a cart and
she would eat while she looked over my music.

Q. Any other notables in her class while you were there?
A. The only one would be the violinist, Jimmy Yannatos who

was not a Fulbright but may have had a French government
scholarship. When he returned to the States, he obtained
a position as director of the Harvard-Radcliff Orchestra.
He's still there. I think I know of a work for violin by
him that I have never heard, but this week, the Cleveland
Chamber Orchestra is doing a work of his. Out of that
entire group, he's the only other American student who has
established a prestigious career or become fairly well
known.

Q. Through the experiences in her class, did you meet other

important composers that happened to drop in?
A. Not really. She talked quite a bit about Stravinsky, but

one time, she invited the class to attend a concert by the
Parrenin string quartet. It was a family, and this quartet
was doing the Carter First String Quartet. He was there
for that occasion but I never really met him. In fact, I
never did meet him until I played his Sonata in a concert
at Amherst back in 1968. A Turkish pianist, Idil Biret,
studied with Boulanger and was a girl of 12-14. Today, she
does these marathon [performances] and is recording all of
Chopin's works. She was the best known of persons associ-
ated with Boulanger [at that time]. I personally don't
find her playing very interesting.

Q. Did students in your class refer to themselves as members
of the "Boulangerie?"

A. Not really. I think they were aware of that title but it
is curious that there were people you would never see
until Wednesday. (Laughter) I lived at the time at the
Cite Universitaire with some of the other Fulbright
scholars. We would always meet in the lobby before going
to the subway to get to her place. So we always arrived
in a group of four or five and certain days, there would
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be other Americans. Some who were in the class were living
in private homes and we wouldn't see them again until the

next week.

Q. What would you normally do in a session?

A. She would talk - nonstop! She would pause, everybody would

freeze. We knew she was going to ask a question (Laughter)
and you knew, knowing her, that there was no way you could

give an answer that would satisfy her or actually be rele-

vant (Laughter) to what you were discussing. Sometimes we

would sing or she would distribute a list of music that

she was going to discuss in the course of the year includ-
ing gifts from the publisher of the latest Stravinsky
pieces. Her monologues were on this very high moral and

philosophical tone which was quite impressive. There was
very little detail except when it was detail - focusing in
on one thing to the expense of the entire piece.

Q. Would she ever discuss individual pieces that you were in

the process of composing?
A. Well, the first things I showed her were one of my songs

and the first piano sonata. She was very fond of the first
piano sonata and she arranged for me to play it in Paris.
In the summer, she arranged a scholarship at Fontainebleau
for me and I played a recital. She would occasionally
mention in my lessons references to a few composers. She
would say, "Meester Stravinsky, when he would look over a
score and he would see something he didn't like, he would
take his razor and go 'zip' (Laughter). She spoke about an
American, Theodore Chandler, who had written a few songs.
There were only about six or seven songs. I can't imagine
why she liked them, they weren't terribly good. She never
spoke to me about Copland or Piston or anybody. There was
a funny occasion when Bernstein was studying conducting
with one of the orchestras in Paris and she invited the
class to go to the rehearsal. The rehearsal started at ten
- NO BERNSTEIN! (That has happened only one other time in
my life with Zubin Mehta when the conductor arrives late
for the rehearsal). He (Bernstein) came in about fifteen
minutes late. It turned out he had been purchasing a red

leather jacket (Laughter) Very important! They were doing
the Brandenburg Fifth and he was going to conduct their

playing, got stuck, couldn't remember it - didn't have the
score (Laughter).

Q. How would she respond to lapses in professionalism such as
this?

A. We were always afraid to ask. However, there was one thing
about performance. There's nobody I have ever known who
was less critical about a performance. She would work very
hard. I prepared a program with violinist Sylvia Rosenberg
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in about two week's time; we played the Bach E Major
Sonata for violin and harpsichord, the Stravinsky Duo
Concertante; then I had to play my first sonata - terri-

ble! In rehearsal, she would sit beside you and nudge you
- ACCENT! For concerts, she knows, she understands that
anything can go wrong - anything might go wrong. That's
not important. She never said anything critical about
anyone, unlike Serkin. Can you imagine! It really bothered
me. I played the Chopin Sonata in B Minor at Curtis and it
went wonderfully well and [Serkin] came up to me and said,
"The beginning of the last movement wasn't forte enough!"
I didn't want it to be that forte. Nothing else! The amaz-
ing thing to me is that nobody has ever been more compli-
mentary to me than Serkin after a lesson. But (Pause) a
strange fellow, very strange. He said to me, " Do you feel
up to playing twenty concerts after you graduate?" This is
when I decided I wanted to come back and study another
year. He never lifted a finger, never suggested any compe-
titions. The worst thing that happened was really very
traumatic. In the Levintritt Competition, I played
Rachmaninov's Third Piano Concerto. I never got beyond the
exposition and he stopped me. He asked me to play
something else for solo piano and I then played a Schubert
Moment Musical. But I never got to the second round! He
was one of the judges, so I called him up, "Hello, Mr.
Serkin. I don't understand why I did not make it [to the
next round]. He said, "Well, we didn't think you played
the Rachmaninov brilliantly enough. But Adolph Busch said
he had never heard the Moment Musical played so beautiful-
ly." I was floored! To me, it wasn't whether I got to the
second round or not, it was never an issue in my mind. He
never made an excuse for not being able to come to my
debut recital. You read about Horowitz preparing his
students, his concern for their debut recital. Not with
Serkin.

Q. Were their other piano professors before Eastman?
A. Horszowski came to Curtis my second year; Serkin brought

him there. He had a few students of his own and if Serkin
could not be there, he would have us to have a lesson with
Horszowski. On two occasions, I had lessons with Jorge
Bolet.

Q. And at Eastman?
A. With Jose Echaniz. He treated me like a colleague. I ded-

icated my third CD to him. He was a wonderful man.

Q. Is it true that you did not study composition at Eastman,
but your dissertation was a composition under the guidance
of Howard Hanson?

A. Hanson was writing this theory book and decided when I was
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finishing up that he wanted everyone to take a course on
the contents of his book and so he had to get one of the

faculty members to teach the course. This was "outside of"
the requirements (laughter) and everybody really felt put
upon (laughter) having to have another course that was not
officially part of the degree program. You know, [Hanson]
started the DMA Program; it started right there at
Eastman. I would have been in the second class, although
I came in the middle of the year. My father had died and
I couldn't start in September so, instead, started in Jan-
uary. He decided that for the DMA, it should not be essen-
tial to write a thesis; you could do an original composi-
tion or you could do an arrangement. As long as it showed
something creative, it should be acceptable. So I leaped
at the idea. When I first arrived at Eastman, I was sick.
I had this whole stack of manuscripts and pieces. I showed
[my music] to my advisor, Dr. McHose, who was a theorist;
he didn't know anything about composition. He had collabo-
rated with his students (I think his students probably did
most of the work) on this book on Bach that was used as a
basis for teaching theory.

Aha! Finally I get a chance to do some composition. And so
I seized upon the idea. I simply stated what I wanted to
do...it was connected in part, however, with what was an
obsession with Hanson. I found it to be a kind of silly
obsession, i.e. the idea of being consistent in the use of
intervals. You can start writing something that is essen-
tially triadic or quartal and you had to be consistent.
This was what my dissertation was about - writing a work
for solo piano with an arrangement for two pianos that
exemplified the idea of consistent triadic use and exten-
tion, i.e. the interval of the third and, of course, its
inversion the sixth and then the extension of the seventh
and ninth, etc. In addition to that, there is a third re-
lationship between the movements. In the first movement,
there is a strong third connection in the ground bass that
is used for the variations.

Q. In addition to the "creative project" requirement, what
were the other performance requirements for the DMA at
Eastman?

A. There were three or four recitals and two lecture recitals
and, at one point in the graduate seminar, I was assigned
the requirement of writing the cadenza for Mozart's
Concerto for Two Pianos. I collaborated with a friend in
the playing of this assignment.

Q. Have you published that cadenza?
A. No. (Laughter) It was a cadenza for the last movement, not

the first; I think we had a choice. It was conducted and
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read through with orchestra. The conductor, Fred Fennell,

anticipated a longer cadenza and (laughter) walked off the
podium, all of a sudden realized that it was the [cadenza]
ending (laughter) and had to rush back and provide the
downbeat for the orchestra to come back in.

Q. Was Hanson involved with your DMA projects?
A. Hanson really was really not involved in anything. The

piano faculty evaluated recitals and another faculty
member was in charge of the lecture recitals.

Q. Upon graduation from Eastman, did you immediately seek a
university teaching position?

A. No, I immediately received, simultaneously, the Fulbright
and Whitney Foundation scholarships and I wrote to the
Whitney and asked them if I could delay taking their
grant. They were nice about it. The irony of it was that
I worked very hard. You know, Fulbrights have a notorious
reputation; they go over there, they get a weekly amount
and sort of spend it on whatever they want to do. I didn't
even leave Paris during Christmas break. My friends went
various places like Vienna while I stayed and worked. At
the end of the year, I didn't get a renewal on my
Fulbright and one other fellow who did [get renewed], did
absolutely nothing to deserve it. So the Whitney came in
handy during my second year in Paris.

Q. After returning to the U.S., you were married and had two
sons. Are they musicians?

A. My oldest son is a violinist; he is the concertmaster of
the Boulder Philharmonic and teaches at the University
of Colorado, Denver campus. He recorded my first sonata;
it came out last week and I just received a copy of it.
My younger son does a number of things. He's been involved
in producing plays and acting, he's written a couple of
novels. He lives in Pacifica, California. He still likes
music and has been doing electronic music for one of the
theatrical companies, fitting it into some of their pro-
ductions. I couldn't get him to stick with the piano, I
couldn't get him to stick with the cello, but I can't keep
him away from recording music electronically.

Q. Is your son, the violinist, also a composer?
A. Yes. He has two Masters' degrees - one is in computer

music from San Diego State University in San Diego and the
second is in composition from Mills College. He has a DMA
in composition from the University of Colorado, Boulder.
He had a composition done with the Colorado Symphony last
season.

Q. You began your teaching career at Rutgers in 1967. What
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were your teaching responsibilities there?

A. I'm proud to say that over the span of twenty-three years,
I taught twelve different courses. I initially started out
with piano and theory, keyboard harmony and then, I decid-
ed that my piano students were so bad, I just couldn't

bring myself to teach it. I opted to teach history
courses, so I taught one semester of survey (a big history
course), opera, conducting. The only course, this sort of
boggles my mind, that in all the years of teaching that I
never taught was counterpoint. And that was the subject in
which I think I had the most innate ability. I never
taught it! I was never asked to teach it! I also taught
orchestration, advanced theory. I never taught first year
theory except for my one year at Dillard University. It
was always second year and advanced theory.

Q. How many are on the music faculty at the Newark campus of
Rutgers?

A. It was a small faculty with a number of adjuncts. The
Department no longer exists. It merged with the other fine
arts. The last year, I guess we probably had about four or
five full-time faculty. We didn't have any music majors.
When the enrollment decreased to the point where there
were no piano majors, there was only one full time piano
teacher and a couple of part-time teachers. The campus had
for a number of years two different faculties, an evening
school faculty and regular daytime faculty. All together,
I think the enrollment was about 4,000.

Q. Could you summarize your professional activity, i.e. per-
formances, teaching experiences away from Rutgers, awards,
etc., since the Newson dissertation of 1977?

A. Since that early dissertation, in terms of teaching, I was
more heavily involved in teaching during that period since
I was teaching at three different schools. I was Chairman
of the Department at Rutgers, I was going back and forth
to Peabody every week and, during that one year, I had an
[endowed] chair at the University of Delaware. After that
year, I came back to Rutgers and was not involved in any
kind of teaching elsewhere. I worked at Peabody for three
years.

Q. Did you take on additional concert tours?
A. Yes, I had a brief tour in the South at some colleges; I

think it was about six years ago. But, one of the reasons
that I couldn't play was because the opportunities to get
works performed weighed heavily on me and I just was not
comfortable with it. I couldn't feel happy about trying to
make a deadline and yet realize that I had to practice for
a concert. I didn't want to play badly. So I used to play
on the average of once a year in Newark. We didn't have an
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auditorium in the Music Department, but we loaned a piano
to the Public Library and the piano remained there perma-
nently. I would give a concert there every year or so.

Q. Did you perform some of your own works on those programs?
A. Yes, but they were primarily standard repertoire programs.

Q. What year did you retire from Rutgers?
A. 1992.

Q. Have you been performing since your retirement?
A. Yes, I made a point about a year after I left the Univer-

sity that I was going to spend time playing. There was a
point when I didn't really have any commissions on the
horizon and felt that I could devote more time to prac-
ticing. That's what I did; I also did some recordings.
I don't expect to be playing again until next Fall
because I've just scratched the surface with something the
Boston Symphony wants to do and I want to get a lot of
work done on that in the next few months.

Q. I understand that you've always been very close to your
sister. Has she stayed in Oberlin all these years?

A. Well, she was at Rutgers for a period of several years and
then she was offered part-time at Oberlin and she used to
go back and forth between her home in New York [and Ober-
lin]. When she left Rutgers, she became full-time and
moved to Oberlin. She stayed on there until her retirement
in 1991. Now she is working as a consultant for black
students there.

Q. You have, in previous interviews, spoken in detail of
influences in your work from Horowitz, Serkin, Scalero,
Rosario, Toscanini, etc. What have been your influences
since the completion of your DMA from Eastman?

A. I listen to a lot of music. For years, I have come to the
conclusion that it's seldom that I encounter an entire
piece that is totally convincing, but there may be aspects
of that particular piece [that are]. So, something may
strike me from a work of a composer who isn't even known
anywhere. Years ago, I heard this piece and I was kind of
impressed with the activity of the opening. There was a
kind of nostalgia, a vague kind of thing and I listened to
it [again] a few weeks ago. I began to realize that it's
not the total piece that convinced me, but that particular
aspect of it. That's the only way I sort of dissect
things. [I find] something that seems to be particularly
striking. [I pick something that is innovative or I
haven't used before]; it almost never involves something
as simple as a chord progression.
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Q. Mr. Newson discusses your incorporation of certain folk
elements into your music, yet, an avoidance of spiritual
tunes. Of course, Sonata No. 4 utilizes onr such tunes.
Have you deliberately avoided the use of ethnic materials
in your work?

A. It's true, perhaps, to a point. It was not an avoidance
[of spirituals]. In fact, I've made some small revisions
to three spirituals, one written after graduation from
Curtis in about 1947 which I was asked to arrange and the
other two which I wrote when I was at Dillard. In the
1970's, I wrote a piece that was then titled Spirituals
based on four spirituals, but has been revised and renamed
Folksongs. There is another instance in my Cantata, which
is almost totally unrecognizable, where toward the end of
the first section, the boy's choir comes in with a setting
of a spiritual; in the Violin Sonata No. 2, there is also
a spiritual.

Q. But is there any significance in the fact that spiritual
melodies were not utilized in the composition process of
the first three sonatas?

A. No. You know, the second movement of Sonata No. 1 is based
on a Kentucky folk song. I was looking at folk songs then
instead of focusing on spirituals and I guess in the use
of folk songs, I was always aware of the fact that if I
were going to use an American folk song, it surely would
be an American piece. That was my primary reason for
looking for folk songs for the First Sonata; to give it
something that was American.

Q. You have spoken in the past of the black musician's
struggle to transcend the limitations of jazz and pop
idioms and to be considered legitimate in the circles of
serious music. If you were just beginning your career in
the 90's, would it be easier to make an impact in the
music world than it was in the 40's?

A. In the 40's, you see, I didn't even know any black compos-
ers. I knew the name "William Grant Still" and other
names, but I didn't know any music. I didn't even know the
Afro-American Symphony then. The first black composer whom
I probably met was T.J. Anderson and that was when I was
playing a concert in Nashville. Subsequently, on my first
concert tour, I heard that Ulysses Kay was in Rome. He had
[won] a Prix de Rome. I had played in Italy but had never
been to Rome so I thought this a good chance to go to
Rome; I went up to the Academie and that's when I met him.
But, I really didn't know much about what black composers
were writing. Today, I would certainly be much more aware.

Q. Do you think that in general today's publishers completely
discount the ethnic background of a composer?
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A. Well, you know, publishing is so difficult. You knock on
the doors of publisher after publisher. It doesn't have
anything to do with the fact that I am black. There is
just a very, very small quantity of music being published
by anybody. So publishing is different today, but at the
same time, Ulysses Kay was being published by Peters and
Hale Smith is in the big catalog of Peters. I couldn't get
my foot in the door with Peters - couldn't get my foot in
the door! I wouldn't even say that it's because they had
two blacks and they didn't want another black. I wouldn't
even say that. It was just very difficult. Then again, my
primary concern at Smith College at that point was
teaching, having a job, and fulfilling what was expected
of me. In fact, I was so pleased to be at Smith, that I
volunteered to play two recitals in one year.

Q. Higher education is being pressured to incorporate more
world music into the curriculum. It often will involve a
compacting of traditional study in Western culture to make
room for the presentation of native American, African and
Asian cultural history. Could this be an opportunity to
include a greater focus on the history of black culture?

Q. I think that the only appropriate way is to is to include
it in the standard music history curriculum. We can't find
adequate teachers to teach these specialized courses [in
black culture]. I don't think these separate courses [are
appropriate], although, I know that's what the students
want. As I mentioned, Hautzig is a good friend of mine.
They had one son who went to Northwestern and took a
course with his black friends in Black Studies. He comes
out with a grade that is much higher than theirs. He's not
black. The sad thing is, just because they offer these
courses doesn't mean they are going to learn anything and
you're going to have the problem that there just aren't
that many qualified instructors. It's a terrible thing to
say, but it's true. To teach these courses with both ac-
curacy and depth, these instructors must have had the ex-
perience of teaching. You learn from teaching. You are a
much better teacher after you have taught the course two
or three years than you were the first year.

Q. Do you agree with the approach others have taken in trying
to discover how your works have changed or matured?

A. They try to look for something that is interesting. They
try to find out from the early pieces, things that would
appear in later works. I think you can miss lot that way.

Q. How do you define form and style?
A. Form really had to do with the "vertebrae" of the music

where one can kind of visualize or imply relationships
found mostly between large sections. Regarding style,
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I think that harmonic rhythm really plays a great role
in the characterization of style.

Q. Looking at your four sonatas, could you discuss musical
elements and how they have changed over the course of
these works?

A. Melody - In the First Sonata, I was consciously trying
to achieve a long line. Maybe because I didn't really
think that composers had been successful at this. In
looking at contrasts in the First Sonata, the more
lyrical part is found in the contrasting theme.

Something I've never been able to get away from, my
teacher Scalero taught me; i.e. disjunct and conjunct
motion. If there is a lot of consistently disjunct motion,
you lose the effect of what you are trying to do; and it
surprisingly becomes quite annoying. I was listening to a
piece which I like very much that is for voice and orches-
tra. It is very well done; an exquisitely set text. I
listened to it a second time and, all of a sudden, I felt
myself getting annoyed. [There was] so much disjunct
motion. So, in the first movement of the First Sonata, you
have these forces of disjunct motion with more conjunct
motion in the second theme.

Q. Do you think of conjunct being more vocal and disjunct
being less vocal?

A. I still think of disjunct motion as being vocal and I'm
always using octave displacements. But, I think in this
particular instance, where I decided I was going to
clearly establish the use of fourths, that I could not
really continue doing that for a contrasting theme. The
only time I actually talked to Hanson, I played the
Sonata for him and he said, "It isn't consistent!"
(Laughter) Having written his book, he really was just
discussing an approach to recognizing the intervallic
content of a work. Very odd, very elementary and here hemakes a whole course out of it (laughter).

Q. Was Hanson more impressed with your concept of the Second
Sonata than he was with the first?

A. Of course, the Second Sonata was introduced in my final
orals. By that time it had been completed. I was asked toexplain what I had done.. But I don't remember any comment
from him. I don't think he was very impressed. To me, the
most interesting thing about Hanson was that he was verybright; he could intellectually and intuitively grasp
things until he started to write (laugh) and then therewas only intuition; no reason, no intellect, no nothing!
There was no critical evaluation.
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Q. He must have had a highly analytical, mathematical mind.
A. I'm sure it had to be.

Q. You say that you take a series of notes and build them
into musical events. I have found a consistent use of a
series of notes which alternates between ascending whole
and half steps. Was this deliberate?

A. It's been pointed out before, so perhaps there is some
truth to it. I've always been concerned about how to write
melodically and to write in such a way that it doesn't
produce an obvious result and, apparently, this is
something that I have just hit upon...I was trying very
hard to find a way of writing lyrically.

Q. What effect, then, is produced if you have a line that may
go on for three measures using that kind of scale? What
would that produce for the performer or listener?

A. Everything has to be viewed in terms of the total effect
of melody, harmony and rhythm. I'm less concerned with the
melodic construction than with what happens under the har-
mony and rhythm, so that I'm aware of creating a sense of
a symmetrical intervallic line. The problem is how to
conceive of the harmonic movement with that type of linear
melodic motion. Then, how to treat combinations melodical-
ly, harmonically and rhythmically. I try to maintain a
strong bass movement.

Q. So you're saying that there is a structural basis to that
direction or whatever material is used.

A. Yes.

Q. Hearing the Sonata No. 4 in performance, one senses an
avoidance of traditional motion that would imply a tonal
resolution. In an traditional upward-moving scale passage,
a fifth placed above the beginning of the scale automati-
cally generates a conditioned response from us in the
manner of a tonic-dominant relationship. But, by building
a scale which offers a tritone without the fifth quickly
destabilizes any such harmonic motion. The piece is un
stable only from a perspective of traditional harmonic
progress.

A. Yes, I think that is quite accurate. I've often said that,what I try to do is mostly to avoid certain things, but atcertain points, to still fall back on Classical concepts.
To arrive at a sense of cadence that doesn't sound like acadence you've heard anywhere or by anybody else and totry to achieve melodic shapes of different lengths. I'vegotten involved in thinking that when we're taught aboutform, we focus on symmetrical phrase lengths. And so I'vebeen constantly trying to experiment with lengths a lot.
Of course, it's really impossible to go on for any lengthof time without something suggesting that at this point
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there is a potential for cadence. I try to do it in such
a way that it does not conform, at least visually, to what
one is accustomed to seeing. I read in the Boston paper
where a reviewer talked about my Poem for soprano and
chamber ensemble sounding "foursquare." There is no way
that looking at the music, you would see it as
"foursquare." And it's not just the fact that you have
constant meter changes. This piece goes a little bit
beyond that point in order to give the sense of shape,
but it's certainly not "foursquare."

Q. Looking at the first movement of the Fourth Sonata, we see
structurally significant events that, as you have said,
immediately sweep in an upward motion; we see the same
thing all over again; but with some changes.

A. I try not to be exact in my repetitions and sometimes, my
repetitions are mostly foreshortened; and sometimes my
repetitions can be elongated, but more often foreshortened
with some type of harmonic difference.

Q. Despite the changes, they serves the purpose of beginning
again?

A. Yes. To me, the great beauty of sonata form is the tremen-
dous variety that it offers and the fact that you will
never find two that are identical and for a while, I was
sort of under the impression that you must make a
statement of the first theme, a transition, a second
theme, etc. But even in Beethoven, you find that he'll
repeat the first theme again before he goes on into the
transition. For me, I only use the word "development"
when it relates to sonata form where it is a section. But
we'll find even in Beethoven, that thematic material is
fragmented before he gets to the second theme, which is
something I was experimenting with in one of my pieces.
In the first movement of one of my Sinfonias, there are
thematic fragments so that there is a true developmental
process taking place well in advance of the second theme.
All these things are considered in the light of what's
been done before and my knowledge and experience with
those ideas that are more like this because they don't
conform to actuality? At the same time, being aware of thetremendous flexibility that one can have. One can concep-
tualize a form that is so magnificent and offers so much
potential for change without actually avoiding the basicconcept, which is really the principle of alternation ofthematic material. We think of "strong" or "strong andlyrical" or "lyrical and lyrical" or just the idea that
there are contrasting elements that one can capitalize on.Believe it or not, you talk to composers and they haven'tthe faintest idea of what it means to create contrasting
themes. They all say, "I don't know how to get from here
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to here." I say, "Well, at some point, why don't you try
to do something different?" It never occurs to them. I
spoke to my son about my conversations with students at
the Curtis Institute and he agreed that this was a
problem. Nobody's ever told them that you just can't go
on and on without introducing contrast!

Q. Getting back to the first movement of the Fourth Sonata,
where do you consider the beginning of contrasting mater-
ial?

A. It's only very brief; it doesn't last very long.

Q. Is it true that we can see and hear the change of texture
at this point?

A. Yes, exactly.

Q. Are the combining of the non-conforming scale, added note
by note to the repeated chord passages one of the cyclic
elements of the entire sonata?

A. Yes.

Q. At measure 54, we are confronted with something entirely
new. In our overall sonata form outline, is this newly
presented thematic material a part of the development
section?

A. That is really what I would consider in my mind the "re-
placement" for the development section.

Q. At the beginning, at the end and in other locations
throughout the sonata, this open octave melody has a
somewhat pentatonic quality to it. Is this accurate?

A. Yes, several persons have found this to be true, not just
in this sonata, but in other works as well.

Q. Is there a relationship between the set of pitches used
in the introduction and final coda and those of the rising
melody with its whole step - half step - whole step - half
step pattern since they seem to be almost identical? And
what about the pitches of the spiritual melody?

A. It's just a coincidence because whenever I'm going to in-
terject something that is not part of the thematic mater-
ial, it's almost on the spur of the moment that I think at
this point, "Well, at this point, what should I do? Should
I use material I've used before or new material?" I can't
explain why these things come to me. [As for the spiritual
tune used here], it's not even one of my favorite spirit-
uals; and the same with the spiritual used in the Cantata.
But in this instance, even though [the sonata] is a rather
ferocious piece, and even though Fred Moyer would always
talk about the appropriateness of the spiritual because ofthe feeling of despair and depressing quality contained in
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the sonata, I didn't feel (laughter) that same sense of
despair. When a piece gets to be really dissonant, it is
usually in part because I'm trying to provide some kind of
contrast to what has come before or I'm maybe just trying
to see just how far I can go in that particular direction
that I haven't gone in before. But, it has nothing to do
with a sense of [pitch] row, so it's just a kind of coin-
cidence. Things work in such strange ways.

Q. Has anyone who has worked on the Sonata No. 4, including
Fred Moyer, discovered the spiritual tune on their own or
have you had to prompt everyone into seeing (and hearing)
it?

A. No, that has been the only way.

Q. We tend to look for familiar tunes in traditional works
and soon discover how much compositional material has
been previously utilized. Isn't Schubert's use of themes
by Beethoven a good example?

A. My friend Hautzig is always making references to Schubert
and (laughter) I'm just dying to tell him that I really
don't think too much of the innovativeness of Schubert
when it comes to his symphonies. They really do not get
out of the period of Haydn and Mozart (except for the
Ninth and the Unfinished).

Q. We have talked about the quartal/tonal quality of the
Sonata No. 1. Is there anything you can tell me about
changes in your approach to harmony over the course of the
other three works?

A. Well, you know, in my quartal/tonal compositions, there
is an intentional avoidance of triads, so that before
writing Spatials or using chromatics, I already liked the
idea of having a different kind of tonal relationship with
melodic materials. One good example is my Address for
Orchestra; the last movement is the Passacaglia. The
passacaglia theme consists of eleven notes, but I'm
surprised how I was able in the Address, even with all
these notes, to create something that is basically tonal.
It almost seems to modulate within the passacaglia theme
itself. And there are other instances where I have used
nine to eleven notes in a thematic context. The fugue in
the First Violin Sonata has a subject that is modulatory.

Turning back to the concept of harmony, I think that one
of the most important things in terms of what I had
absorbed at the Conservatory was the use of clusters.
When I was teaching at Peabody, I found myself becoming
more aware of [tone] clusters and have still not managed
to get away from using them in different ways. Of course,
I had started using a pyramidical kind of construction
before that but the intervals were more widely spaced.
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Then I started working with intervals that were more

closely spaced and becoming more dense before the

termination of the cluster. In some instances in the

Fourth Sonata, the cluster may become denser with the

addition of notes and sort of gravitate to the center of
the harmony, producing a sort of chord.

Q. How much of your harmony is a product of intersecting
linear movements that, or do you maintain that every
melodic line has a structural basis to it?

A. I often make adjustments, but I try to avoid making ad-
justments to what is underneath the melodic line. I find
that I have a greater variety of choices now that satisfy
me then perhaps I did [in the past], but, at the same
time, I try to be very careful that I get the kind of
balance that I find will enable me to move from that par-
ticular element to something else. I found most recently,
that having discovered, for example, a particular chordal
structure, that if I want to move away from it, I, to my
own satisfaction, have to sometimes rearrange notes in
order to get to the next structure. At the same time, I'm
always very conscious about the particular tessitura that
I'm in and sometimes this requires some experimentation
or rearrangement of something that is fairly close to
something that is more extended. If you put something in
the low bass, you really can't be as critical as you would
be with something in the mid-range, but, nevertheless, I
still like to know that it's going to be the same effect,
Even though it might sound different, for example, it
might be two octaves displaced, you can't really hear the
connection. I guess what I'm saying is that I've become so
obsessed with connections; One thing that I fault Hanson
with is his concern for consistency. You can listen to his
music and it is very fifth oriented. I find it much more
fascinating to find ways of moving from seconds to fourths
to thirds in a way that one is not disturbed by the change
of interval. In most instances, there would have to be
some unifying element in the connection, say a five or six
note chord, so that if you're moving from seconds to
something else, that connection must have some seconds in
it. That [smooth connection] to me has always been of par-
ticular interest since I started to write with dissonant
intervals; to move in and out of intervallic relationships
so that one is not started by the progression.

I have also been doing octave displacement for a number of
years.; someone who played the sonata said, "Oh! You can

actually hear that [displaced melody]?" (Laughter) I do
hear it and it means a lot to me to be able to make the
connection from one octave to the next.
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Q. Doesn't that support the philosophy of all pitches in the
same pitch class are the same pitch?

A. Exactly!

Q. Your use of meter and rhythm?
A. I don't know exactly if it had any influence, I don't

think I've ever put myself in a straight-jacket and since
that time, I've really thought about lines that could not
be determined by a regular pulse.

Q. And yet your music is not entirely pulseless?
A. Someone recently said, "It alternates between pulse and

lack of pulse."

Q. Do you agree with that?
A. I think that that person was talking about alternation

more or less between is static and what is contrast, but
even the sections that seem pulseless, there are micro-
rhythms going on.

Q. If, within a piece, you come upon a section that requires
a much faster tempo and seems to have a much faster pulse,
do you consider that a total change of pulse, or do you
feel there is simply more material within the original
slower pulse?

A. [I consider] it to be in a new rhythm.

Q. Mr. Newson makes several conclusions regarding your com-
positional evolution. He said that as you matured, you
were discarding harmonic principles in favor of being
concerned for the characteristics of sound. In addition,
since you were discarding traditional harmony, you were
also discarding traditional forms. Haven't you proven in
the Fourth Sonata that this is not the case?

A. Yes, actually, the Fourth Sonata is a two-movement work,
the first movement being in a type of sonata form with a
clearly defined second theme (which does not come back),
and the last movement is a kind of rondo. Probably the
closest thing to a scherzo that I've written is the second
movement of the Sinfonia No. 1, where the first movement
is clearly sonata form.

Q. In a 1970 interview, you stated that you preferred to
avoid working in the area of "aleatoric" music. Have
you maintained that philosophy throughout your career?

A. Yes, I have. In aleatory music, the composer is certainly
put into a position of default. The moment that he tries
to tell you exactly what he wants to do, he's taking over
some of the control that he's given to you. I just can't
imagine the kind of person who likes to be surprised by
what happens in these type of performances. The composer
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hears something interesting, but how can he capture it for
the next time? There's no permanence. I don't know what a
composer derives in terms of satisfaction. I have a hard
enough time getting a satisfactory performance when all
the decisions have been made.

Q. You have recently revised a number of your works. Do you
think that at some point, you will try to revise nearly
all of your output?

A. Right now, I'm satisfied. There may be one or two things
in the Fourth Sonata, but I'm not going to change that.
The Second Sonata comes with an "errata" sheet; you know,
I have to pay for all the new editions. The First Sonata
was important because of tempo changes, slurs needed to
be clearer, etc. Right now, there are a couple of mistakes
in Spatials that are being corrected and I'm making one
small change in Spektra; I have the final proofs for
Bauble. Music for Three was the worst. I completely
rewrote the whole piece.

Q. Would you call the variation movement of the Sonata No. 1
character variations?

A. I like the term "character variations." Each one does have
a very distinct character removed from the original theme.

Q. A lot of effort has been expended trying to outline key
areas in the Second So-nata, focusing in on the bitonal
nature of the work. Do you feel that is an accurate por-
trayal of its construction?

A. This is sort of interdependent with the changeability of
thirds and sixths. I actually never thought of it in those
terms. One voice is simply in support of another.

Q. Another assumption has been made that the Second Sonata is
pivotal in your style, moving you away from traditional
elements of rhythm and harmony.

A. Totally erroneous. I always speak of the first movement as
having a ground bass, but the way it started, it started
out with the first measure of melodic material. I suddenly
realized that I could mirror it. So that the bass actually
came after having discovered the melodic content. That's
when I decided I could write variations on the bass. The
traditional aspect of it is the ground bass or passacaglia
using variations, which I always was kind of addicted to.
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LIZA IN THE SUMMERTIME

Li - za in the sum - mer - time, Li - za in the fall,- If I

can't be Li - za all the time, I won't be Li - za 'tall.

CHORUS:

____________ t 0

Po' li L - za, po gal, po li'' Li - za Jane, Po 1' Li - za, po li'' gal,

she died on the train, She died on the train, she died on the train.
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George Walker and Dennis Boe
Photographs taken at the composer's home
in Montclair, New Jersey on March 6, 1995
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